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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is a study of national science policy in 

Canada from 1910 to 1920 and from 1935 to 1945. The formation 

of this policy is found to have often been beyond the political 

control of the federal governMent and to have been directed 

by both British and American political and industrial interests. 

In illustration of this fact is an examination of the development 

of the dOMinant industrial technologies and of the bureaucratic 

machinery of the public sector science organizations in combination 

with their aims to industrialize Canada and to exploit the use 

of natural resources. Throughout this study, the repeated over-

lapping of scientific developments and i~dustrial technologies 

with military developments, as in the case of wheat, the- refining 

of metals, and the development of atomic power, reveals the 

strong inter-connections between industrial and political interests. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

According to Maurice Lamontagne the lack of clear-cut 

science policy is detrimental to the national unity of Canada. 

So strong was his conviction that he and his Senate Committee 

on Science Policy (1967) devoted an entire volume of their 

renort to an analysis of previous failures to co-ordinate 

science v.nthin public agencies. The government I s concern 

about science policy i'TaS not new. More than fifty years before, 

the Honourary Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 

had grappled vrith the same problem. How "ras Canada to be made 

into a developed countr:r:i fully industrialized;J o\'med by 

Canadians, staffed by professional scientists educated in this 

country, and dependent ID~in1y upon Canadian scientific research? 

The demands of war stimulated the exploitation of 

na-tural-reso'\lPe8s- which -then enceura-gea nev' te0}melw~yand a 

new bureaucratic machinery. For the purpose of analysis, I 

have dealt separately lNith different aspects of this develop

ment. But in fact all aspects of it are deeD~V inter-related 

and none can be isolated without sacrificing comnrehension of 

the relationships among them. The totality of those relation

shins has impinged upon - to the extent of composing - science 

policy in Canada. 

The principle tenet upon which national science policy 
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in Canada has been based is the desire for development of 

natural resources. These resources range from timber to "lheat, 

nickel to uranium, and hydro power to atomic power. Every 

resource was considered as potential wealth, best realized 

through the application of industrial refinement and nroduction 

on a large scale. Since industry is financially successful 

when the processes used are technologically sunerior to those 

of competitors, access to reliable and innovative research and 

to the researchers themselves was of paramount importance. 

Implementation of effective science ~olicv had to contain the 

two priorities of expanding graduate university education in 

the sciences and establishing an institution within which re

searches could be conducted. The former priority was the major 

concern of the Honoura~r Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research established in 1916. A more basic problem had been 

solved before this initial sten was taken. The Commission of 

Conservation, established in 1909 and headed by Clifford Sifton, 

had surVeyed tl1e extent of man;v of Canada is natural -resources 

and had thus begun to lay the necessary background to development. 

By themselves, the original aims of the science policy 

seem sound. However, unlike the limited political jurisdiction 

of a government, science has an irrevocably international 

character. As a scholarly activity, the results of scientific 

research are disseminated through journals, in lectures, and 

from person to person resardless of national boundaries. Thus 

research results are widely accessible. Their availability, 
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however, is influenced Qy the interests of technology. Defined 

as Itthe organization of knowledge for the achievement of practical 

purposes", technologr gives vested interests to scientific 

research when the results are useful to industry for the develop

ment of processes involving mass production.
l 

The aim of the 

federal government of developing Canadian natural resources by 

uniting science with indust~ ensured an enforcement of this 

3 

vested interest. However, since this was a government organization, 

political and military interests which threatened the balance of 

stability between industrialized countries were also involved. 

Thus, science activities and poli~ formation in Canada fell 

under the influence of international tensions. 

Scientific research ''lhich is openly accessible to everyone 

and which is pUl~5ued only from a theoretical interest has been 

virtually nonexistent in the twentieth centuI:;. For not only 

does science have an international character but so too does 

technology, so too does industrial manufacture, and so too does 

war. - Al1. four- interact; ConsBquentj.y sci-ence must -be regarded 

as a building block which is just one activity among others. 

Verbal accura~ upholds the description of 'basic' rather than 

'pure t science. Basic science follows the social, political 

and economic pressures of any given period. Scientific research 

and science policy in Canada were responsive to these pressures. 

The research conducted was principally of a basic form and 

with the stimulus of government control during war, the policy, 

attitudes, and research reflected these pressures increasingly. 



With all of these interactions the critical question 

becomes what forces or what people determined national science 

policy in Canada? 1ihile I admit the desire of Canadian poli

ticians was originally to develop natural resources and to 

4. 

achieve this by uniting scientific research efforts with industry, 

I also contend that this aim did not alone account for the 

success or failure of this original science poli~. The 

interceding complicating factors of applied technology, industrial 

manufacture, and war all played an important role and made the 

formation of any poli~T for the development of science, with 

control to be exerted by the federal government, a very difficult 

if not impossible task. The body of this thesis is an explor

ation of these complicating factors as they affected the goal 

of developing Canada's natural resources. Accomplishment of 

this task is crucial to an appreciation of the potential of 

science when it is under the wing of govermnent as vlell as to 

the limits of any attemnt to mould science poli~ at a 

legisla tive ~evel" 



II 

THE GREAT "iAR: DE'1AND mr NATURAL RESOURCE PRODUCTS AND STIMULATION 
OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND ORGANIZATION 

The first step towards establishing a national governmental 

science organization was taken on June 6, 1916 when the Government 

of Canada appointed, by an order-in-council, a sub-Committee 

of the Privy Council. l Members included the Minister of Trade 

and Commerce, who was also the Chairman, and the Ministers of 

the Interior, Agriculture, Mines, ~nd Inland Revenue and Labour. 

Because of the pressure of other work the Minister of Trade 

and C01JlTIlerce, Sir George Foster, was unable to present to 

Cabinet his final proposals for further membership until 

2 November 29, 1916. On that date an Honorary Advisory Council 

for Scientific and Industrial Research, composed of nine members 

representing both scientific and industrial interests, was 

constituted. 3 This adviso~ group was better known as the 

'National Research Council'. With Professor A.B. Macallum as 

Administrative Chairman, the duties of the Advisory Council 

'vere assigned as fol101'1S: 

a)To ascertain and tabulate the various research agencies 
in Canada. 

b)To note and schedule the researches and investigations. 
c)To co-ordinate all research agencies so as to prevent 

overlapping. 
d)To tabulate the technical and scientific problems 

that confront the present industries. 
e)To study the unused natural resources of Canada and 

the by-products of all basic industries. 
f)To increase the number of trained research men. 
g)To stL~ulate the publie ~tnd in regard to the importance 

and utility of scientific research and its application. 
ct-
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'1'0 perform this large array of duties ,.Tere voltmteer 

members who occupied all posts except that of Administrative 

Chairman and secreta~. Among them were Ministers of Goverrrment, 

university professors, a; banker, and engineers. The council 

met only four times per year and in the first full year spent 

only $61,000. The sum rose to $121,000 by 1925. While the 

concentration in those years, economically at least, was on 

financing university science graduate students and, to a lesser 

extent, on solving certain problems posed by the war, a lobby 

for a change in emphasis soon appeared. B:f 1919 appeals were 

made to the Dominion Gove~ment to acquire permission and 

finances to establish a national research laborato~!, though 

they V,rere not granted until 1927. 5 

The facts of the establishment of the National Research 

Council are clear; the original causes which led to its formation 

are less clear. The effect of the Great War must be a primary 

consideration particularly ~~th relation to the Imperial 
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Governme-nt La d-e-mand Gn Gertain- Ca.nadJ.an pr-GQucts and its -sti-mulatioJl 

of scientific research and organization. 

In July of 1915, Britain established a Department of 

Scientific and Industrial Research, DSIR, to mobilize its research 

facilities for .... rar. At the same time a suggestion ,.ras made, 

through the Committee of the Imperial Privy Council, that each 

Commonwealth country create a similar agency to participate in 

a co-ordinated chain of organizations. This advice was instru

mental in Canada's decision to form a ~TRC. Though still in its 

infancy ~J the end of the war, a strong framework had been 



constructed. The precedent of having scientists allied with 

government, whether they were located in universities, indust~r, 

or vdth the Council, had been set. The most recent branch of 

the Canadian Section of the Society of Chemical Industry had 

been established in December, 1917 and ~r Janua~r, 1918 the 

chairman of this section announced that the annual convention 

of the Canadian Section of the Society and a convention for 

all Canadian chemists ,·muld be held to>,ether in ottawa. The 

formation of an Associate Committee of chemists, the establishment 

of the NRC, and the work of the Imperial Munitions Board combined 

to draw a large influx of chemists to this ~overnment city.6 

The Canadian Section of the Society of Chemical Industry, 

(S.C.I.), was a member of the original English S.C.I. and was 

first established in the Dominion in January of 1902 at the 

suggestion of a prominent rubber technologist; Mr. Harold 

van der Linde. As has been stated, a prime Lmpetus for the 

establishment of the Honora~r Advisory Council for Scientific and 

government. Finally, the Imoerial ~{anitions Board, though 

operating in Canada, was a purely executive body, controlled and 

financed principally by the British .~overnment. 7 
It initiated 

the emnloyment of oyer 250,000 workers as ",ell as some professors 

who had responded to a British request sent directly to the 

B 
universities without the consent of the federal government. In 

each of these areas or organization, professional scientists, the 

government science institution, universities, and indust~T, the 

Imperial gover~~ent was prominent. Thus the precedent of having 
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scientists allied ~dth government included both the Dominion and 

British governments. 

Before the demands which the war and Great Britain 

particularly placed on Canada can be explored it is necessary to 

retreat backwards to consider an agency which though separate 

from the function of the NRC may be regarded as an early 

administrative attemut to deal with the growing need of a national 

governmental science organization. 

Established in 1909, the Commission of Conservation was 

an adviso~J committee which, as Prime Minister Meighen said, was 

"to investigate and advise as to the right lines of development 

of public policy in the conservation of Canadian resources.,,9 

Clifford Sifton, Chairman of the commission from its inception 

until Februa~J, 1919, described the work as that of, "investigating 

and advising on the attainment of ends "Ihich are universally 

commended as essential to the highest degree of national welfare." 

This could be achieved, he said, by promoting, "the economic 

ut-il±zat±onofresoureei:>. "lQ 

The Commission shared many characteristics of the early 

NRC. Its members included academic scientists (from each 

province "nth a university), members from the private sector, 

and the government. Included in this last category were the 

Mimisters of Mines, Agriculture, and the Interior, as well as the 

members of each provincial government I'Tho were responsible for 

natural resources. Dr. Henry M. Tory, then President of the 

University of Alberta and a member of the C'Jmmission, later 
11 

became the Chairman of the NRC, holding the post from 1923 to 1935. 



The Corrnnission had no adroinistrative authority as 'das the early 

case with the Honorary Advisory Counci1.
12 

Also, since it was 

an independent body there i-las no attachment to any specific 

department. Presentations for financial votes were made by the 

Minister of Agriculture, a practice which was continued by the 

13 
Minister of Trade and Commerce for the NRC after 1921. 

Though the excuse that the cost of the Commission had 

become too great to bear, having climbed from $12,000 to $104,000 

9 

annually, was repeatedly cited as a reason for the repeal of the 

Conservation Act it sounded a hollow tone.14 For, at the same time, 

the National Research Bill was before Parliament. Its powers 

included granting administrative functions and m .... arding money 

for a national laboratory. As those who opposed it were quick 

to point out~ abolishing the Commission of Conservation in order 

to save $140,000 per year only to provide four to five hundred 

thousand dollars for the creation of a scientific research 

bureau (and only for the erection of the building at that) was 

d Od 1 0 15 . eCl.:eci y uneceneHELC-. 

The other prima~J reason which Meighen gave for the repeal 

bill was the overlapping of the Commission's work in the area of 

16 other Departments, allegedly a result of its independent status. 

SU~gestions that establishment of a connecting link to bring 

the Commission under the authority of a resnonsible minister and 

thus abandoning the need of the Honorary Advisory Council were 

o d 17 19nore • The Conservation Act ,,,as repealed on Hay 26, 1921, 

t,'iO days after the National Research Bill had been passed. 

From its inception in 1916 the members of the Honorary 



Advisory Council attempted to increase the numbers of Canadian 

graduate students in the university science departments. A 

moderate amount of research was also undertaken throu~h the 

volunteer services of university scientists, some of which 

related directly to problems issuing from the war, the rest being 

concerned with more general national problems. The connection 

between the commission of Conservation and the NRC is evident 

from the common subjects of certain research projects. The 

Commission of Conservation had investigated the possibility of 

using low-grade lignites from western Canada to replace coal as a 

heating fuel so that the four million dollar exnenditure on 

high-grade anthracite annually imnorted from the United states 

could be reduced.1S The NRC began a similar investigation into 

10 

the briquetting of lignites in 1917 and established a Lignite 
19 

Utilization Board in 191B to study actual briquetting processes. 

The war and Britainis situation in particular had brought 

a swift increase in the need for high soil productivity to 

proouee the-greatest possib-le Eluantity of fooa. At the same 

time it was realized that the depletion of nitrogen in soil could 

be restored by additions of nitrogenous fertilizers. In 1916 

Sifton wondered if fertilizers might be an important new product. 

Is it too much to predict that, before many 
years, coke ~dll be the fuel and that the 
by-products now dissipated in smoke and ashes 
will furnish the fertilizers 't'lhich will render 
yet more and more productive the grain fields 
of the "Jest? 20 

Carried away with the potential of such a product he even went 

so far as to suggest that the possibility of the British Isles 



21 
producing all of its o"m food with this aid ,vas not ludicrousl 

Since "rater power "las the primary means of fixating nitrogen and 

making it available for practical use, the Commission's early 

studies of Canada 1s water power soon became ve~r Lmportant. 

11 

Research on increasing the nitrogen in soil was 81rentually carried 

on by the NRC. Annual reports indicate that much of it centred 

on attempts to determine requirements necessary to neutralize 

22 
acidic soil through the use of lime or other inexpensive chemicals. 

Nevertheless, the fact that Dr. J.C. McLennan, Professor of 

Physics at the University of Toronto and the researcher most 

L~terested in nitrogen, was automatically placed in charge of all 

committees in any way relating to this subject indicates that 

more varied research was carried out. Nitrogen, after all, was a 

key ingredient in the manufacture of e:x-plosives during World War Ie 23 

Some evidence of attemnted co-operation between the two 

government science agencies is apparent from the ~mCts resolution 

of January· 5, 191'7: 

That a committee -consisting of Mr. Ross, Dr. 
McLennan, Dr. Ruttan, be appointed to ..,,,ait upon 
the Commission of Conservation and similar 
organizations, with an offer to co-operate 
~~th them about the proper utilization of our 
water powers and the stimulation of Canadian 
industries in connection therewith. 24 

This move was reasonable considering that the Commission of 

Conser'lation, as an economic and geogranhically nationalistic 

guardian of Canada's natural resources, offered advisory reports 

on Canada's water systems. Ho\·rever, an ulterior purpose of the 

}rnc committee surfaced in 1918, after the Aluminum power Company 

of Hassena, NEni" York applied, ,dth the backinp-; of the United states 



Secreta~ of War, for additional hydro power to construct a. 

weire in the st. Lawrence. 

The commision of Conservation traditionally offered 

advice to the International Joint Com~ssion on such boundarJ 

water applications.25 A similar proposal had been made qy 

12 

subsidiaries of the concerned company, the Long Sault Development, 

and the st. LavlI'ence Pmver Company, in 1910. At that time the 

Commission had argued adamantly against such vested interests of 

Canadian water power by private companies in the United states 

and the advice had resulted in refusal of the application. 

However, in 1919 the Aluminum Company was supplying the armies 

with anproximately sixty per cent of their alu..1liinum requirements. 

If Britain and Canada expected to keep an important ally the 

best interests of the Commonwealth lay in approving this applica

tion.26 Consequently, when the Secretary of the Commission, 

James ~Vhite, appeared before the International Joint Commission to 

give his position, he found the Solicitor-General, Hugh Guthrie, 

also preaent-. _Their -voices, and thus the vDice of the Gommonw-eaJ.th, 

""ere not in accord. White advised against the exploitation of 

Canadian i'rater by private enterprise in the United states. The 

Dominion Government denied the ril';ht of the International Joint 

Commission to deal 'nth the question, demanding that a treaty 

beb"een the two governments should be made in order to allow 

joint develonment of water power. BJ dravnng up an order-in

council the Dominion GovernTIent attempted to b7-pass the time 

consuming process involved in ratification of a treaty. However, 

on Sentember 14, the International Joint Commission decided to 
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award the application request. 27 Sift on resigned his chairmanship 

soon after, having apparently been disgusted at the abuse of 

the independence of the Commission in this instance. Though the 

COlIll'nission of Conservation existed for a fe'.'T more years it 

lacked a full-time, competent chairman from 1918 and seemed 

28 marked for removal. The constituted independence of the 

Commission of Conse~Tation had been indirectly denied by the 

Dominion Government. 

The question arises of ''lhether the aL"!l. of the Commission 

of Conservation differed essentially from that of the NRC. Did 

the formation of the Council reDresent a transformation of the 

goverl~entis attitude to science policy or was it merely the 

anpearance of a ne1>! skin after the old one had been shed? The 

latter seems to be the case" Meil':hen's argu.rnents for the repeal 

of the Conservation Act had rested on its exnense and its 

duplication. of the "';vork of other departments. Neither was 

justified, especially in view of the equally high cost of the 

NRC an<J thest~uctur&-l composition "\.·lhichal-J.owed it to remain 

independent of any specific department. Research interests 

between the two or~anizations had been similar. The Commission 

of Conservation had been concprned with conservation in the 

interests of future resource exploitation, while the ~ffiC's 

purpose aimed directly at co-ordination of scientific organizations 

for the immediate develor.ment and e~{J)loitation of natural 

resources by means of scipntific research. Herein lay the chan~e. 

By 1917 the time had arrived for refining Canada's natural resources 

b~{ technical !'leans and scientific research in order to produce 



hieh yields, as in the case of wheat, and supplies of nei., metal, 

as in the case of nickel, both to appease Imperial pressures 

and satisfy Comi11onwealth 'duties! in the emergency of \"rar as 

well as to make short-term financial gains. The early stUdies 

conducted by the Co~ssion of Conservation on the existence and 

classification of natural resources in Canada merely aided in 

forming a basis for the exnloitation of these resources. 

14 



III 

AD!ITNISTFATDTE STRUCTURE OF NATIONAL SCIENCE ORGANIZATIONS 

Establishment of an Honora~T Advisory Council bJ all of 

the Commonwealth countries was suggested by Great Britain in 

1916. Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and later South Africa 

and India acted on this suggestion. wnile the structure of the 

Canadian Advisory Council varied from the original British 

model, the differences were minimal and were restricted to the 

unique situaticm of this country. Also, the previous experience 

and insight which Great Britain acquired through the formation of 

its Council were apparent in the structure of the Canadian 

counterpart. 

Britaints Department of Scientific and Industrial Research 

(DSIR) first met in August, 1916, though it had been formed on 

July 2, 1915. This Adviso~J Council was responsible to a special 

. Committee of the Privy eouncil. -An -(!lflI'l:Y' propcsa± had l1l-aeed-the-

Council under the aegis of the Board of Education since develonment 

of science education and organization was a prL~e aim. However, 

since the Board of Education was constitutionally unable to administer 

the scheme uniform1.y throughout England, Ireland, Wales, and 

Scotland the proposal was rejected. The Treasu~J favoured the 

Board of Trade which had resnonsibility for all of these areas, 

as 'Nell as for indust~r.l u'ltirnately neither of these departments 

took reSfonsibility for the new Council. Canada follo1'fed the 

decision to make the Honorary Advisory Council responsible to a 

15 
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sub-Committee of the Privy Council. In Canada, the Minister of 

Trade presented the financial vote to parliament, but this was 

only an administrative duty. Also, the r.finisters who sat on 

the sub-committee of the Privy Council i'fere responsible for 

national departments: Ministers with provincial portfolios were 

excluded, in distinction from the members of the Commission of 

Conservation. Thus control of the Honora~ Advisory Council, 

though not resronsibility for it, rested in the hands of select 

members of the Dominion Government, as was the case in Great 

Britcdn. Similarly the Council '\Vas composed primarily of 

academic scientists and lacked representatives from the industrial 

and manufacturing sectors. 

Sir George Foster; Minister of Trade and Cormrrerce for the 

federal government presented the first Research plan for the Council 

to the Prime Minister on l.fay 25, 1916. Regarding the composition, 

Foster wrote: 

M'f idea is to have seven or nine on the Board, 
2nd to have two of these renresentatives of the 
i-nctus-tr:ial ~ntarests--and-fi-ve seientific- men, 
men versed in industrial research l'lork - We want 
men of science, of course, but we also want men 
of a practical turn \'lho have business in them. 

2 

In fact, Mr. R. Hobson, President of the steel Company of Canada, 

was the only representative of industrial interests selected for 

membership in the Council. ViSi'fed from all an~les, the industrial 

interests had only a minority, if not a token position. This 

arran~ement was little varied from the British exa~Dle.3 Though 

several manufacturors and industrialists were considered by 

the British Board of Education, none had been selected. Of the 



three industrial chemists '-lho were members of the COlllCil, one 

died during 1915,4 and another, presumably Sir Richard Threlfall, 

was distrusted by some major British chemical manufacturors. 

Max Runciman, Chairman of the United Alkali Company, Britain's 

largest chemical company, claimed that association ~Qth the 

Advisor,v Council (DSIR) was impossible since one industrial 

chemist was, na most bitter rival. •• who in pre-1tmr times was 

closely interlocked ~nth German interests, and since the war 

17 

began has taken eve~r step to block our interests in certain 

instances in conjunction 'iQth German firms. n5 The thorny problem 

of neutralising or appeasing trade interests within national 

science organizations was overcome by virtually excluding (leading) 

men o~ indust~J from official membership in both Honorary 

Adviso~ Councils. 

The ori~inal independent and essentially undefined 

political status of the DSIR was repeated in Canada's rJRc. 

Responsibility to a particular government depa.rtment and to a 

specifrc- t'1in±st-er was lacki-ng.· The -chain of responsibility 

leading to the public arena of investigation l..;as absent. Though 

of a federal rather than provincial status, national science 

policy gre'l;r from blurred legislative boundaries. 

Structurally, the TI.IRC resembled its predecessor, the 

conunission of Conservation, though the latter had been allegedly 

abolished partly because of its independent status and widespread 

functions l.,-hich allm.;ed research normallv reserVed for specific 

departments to be undertaken. 

Continued structural inadequacies, notably the lack of 
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responsibility to a specific federal gove~~ent department or 

Minister and the consequent removal of the NRC from Parliamentary 

and thus public scrutiny, repeated from the Commission of 

Conservation and similar to the British DSIR show a cavalier 

disregard for the system of responsible government. The independence 

of the NRC may have been allowed because scientists as researchers 

in academic disciplines need to have authority to choose which 

investigations to pursue vdthout the interference of politicians. 

Even if that were the ostensible reason, nevertheless the 

independent status served to put the services of a large govern-

ment scientific organization at the disposal of a small government 

control group. The ~mc thus became an institution over which 

the public had no direct control. 

The apparent differences in the two organizations rest 

with functions more than structures. Such limited documented 

research as the Commission of Conservation conducted was replaced 

by the new policy inherent in the NRC Act for the immediate 

expl-o-itat±on -of-certa4.n -nawra± resourees. - ORe- mem9@r- 0f-Farl~am@nt 

expressed the difference when he said that the effect of the 

NR Institute would be, n ••• to encourage original investigation, 

to tap new sources of energr, to develop our natural resources, 

to make our soil more productive, our forests renew their trees, 

our fisheries a greater asset, and our mines of greater use in 

the development of our country.n 6 

On April 22, 1919, the Special Committee of the House of 

Commons Appointed to Consider the Matter of the Development in 

Canada of Scientific Research, othenrise knovm as the Cronyn 
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Committee, was established. Hume Cronyn, the chairman, was 

charged with investigating whether the construction of a NR 

Institute was desirable. Less than three months later, on 

July 1, 1919, Cronyn "presented an interim report recommending 

the generous support of national research plus the establishment 

of a Canadian Bureau of Standards. The reasons for this advice 

included a) attaining or maintaining Canada's standing in the 

Commonwealth, b)making natural resources available with more 

certainty, and c)having native industries achieve better positions 

in world markets.1 Considering the short investigative period 

and the mere one and a half page renort, the study conducted 

by the members of the Committee was clearly less than exhaustive. 

The final report of April 27, 1920 was somewhat bolder. It 

advocated the L~ediate support of a NR Institute and outlined 

its duties. yet even this report was only three pages long 

and resembled a piece of draft legislation more than a compre-

hensive study. Cron:rn's naive opinion that science was, 

Itthe -t~-!aster-KBy t-e tcfl€ -tcrea-suPy vaul-tS-Gf -the -en-tiI'@ -g-lob@/J 

was thoroughly representative of the Con~ittee's attitude and, 
g 

by inference, explains the superficiality of the renorts. 

With such an attitude sunport for a NR Institute was a foregone 

conclusion. 

The Parliamentary discussion surroundin~ the Research 

Amendment Act revealed the blurred aims and pronosed breadth 

envisioned for National Research laboratories. Some examples 

include the recommendation that "Guilds for Research" be 

established to apply scientific knowledge to industrial production. 



There was also Sir Sam Hughes! suggestion that individual 

inventors should be able to conduct research at the expense 

or the redera1 government in its laboratories. 9 Hughes! 

pro~osal was based on his experience in World War I and was 

not put rorward in a synmathetic interest ror private inventors. 

20 

Rather, he recalled the valuable military ideas or a Mr. Fessenden 

who in 1914 had a device to detect the presence of submarines 

and one to locate enemy batteries. Arter interviewing this 

man, Hughes sent him to the VIlited Kingdom in hope of having 

these inventions developed and adopted in Britain. The 

second invention was finally adopted in 1917, but only arter 

Italy and France had put a simila.r device to use. Britain's 

delay had been directly attributable to the ract that Mr. Fessenden 

was not allowed to conduct research in the gover~ment labora

. 10 
torles. Neither Hughes l recommendation nor the Guilds ror 

Research was accepted although each carried the suggestion 

tha.t the private sector, through both the industrialist and the 

incli-v-id-ual, -s-heuld- be- a1101.;ed -t--0 pa.rtic-il')a~e in- the -na-ti0na~ 

science program. 

By 1919 the industrial sector had been excluded rrom 

formal involvement in national science organizations in both 

England and Canada. The IIGuilds for Research tl was a concept 

which was not adequately developed in Britain and ,.;hich never 

passed prelimina~ planning stages in Canada. Neither the 

industrialists nor individual inventors nor amateur scientists 

were i-Telcorned officially into the r·m.c or its laboratories. 

During the lengthy debates on whether the }mc should be 



under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Trade and Commerce 

and whether a NR Institute should be established~ repeated 

references were made to the need to develop Canada's natural 

resources and industries so that each 'i'iould hold a better 

position on the "lOrld market. The means by which these goals 

were to be achieved, mainly the applicati.on of original 

scientific and technical knovrledge to natural resources to 

create secondarJ~ marketable products for Canadian inrlust~f, 

were deemed crucial to the economy of any industrialized 

country. In the final Cron..,-.rn Committee report the urgency of 

the need to establish national laboratories was based on fear 

of post-war foreign trade competition and the need to meet the 

"huge bp.rden of debt imposed by the warn. This monetary debt 

,';as to be erased "bJ, 

••• the conversion of our natural resources 
into developed "realth ••• through the application 
to them of science of the most highly advanced 
type. 11 

The \<fork of Louis pasteur and Faraday became objects of fond 

reminiscences, particularly with the realisation that Pasteur's 

profit equalled Canada's war debt and Faraday's discovery 

exceeded this a~ount in the electrical industry.12 One report 
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issued b'rJ the NRC stated the point quite bluntly '''hen proclaiming 

that, 

During recent years public oplnlon in all 
progressive countries throughout the civilized 
world has come to realize with increasing 
clearness that scientific research properly 
directed alwa;,rs pays even from a dollar and 
cents point of view. 13 

These observations focused on monetary rewards. 
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Apparently, hm'lever, no one perceived the change ,-,hich such a 

national science program would bring about. Sir Sal!1 Hughes still 

had faith in the creativeness of amateur inventors, and those 

promoting "Guilds for Research ll still refused to ackno"Vlledge 

the impossibility of effectively uniting ~overnment science 

research organizations and industrial trade interests. The 

opinion of a Muskoka parliamentarian that Departments of 

Scientific Research lIhave passed the stage i-There they can be 

left to private individuals, or even to provincial governments n 

betrayed a more realistic conception of the size of these 

undertakings.14 



IV 

WHEAT PRODUCTION AND THE GRF..A T ~vAR 

Traditionally, Canadian historians refer to the staple 

products sold and exported. abroad when speaking of natural 

resources. However, to speak only of the amount of furs sold, 

fish caught, timber felled, and wheat produced is not sufficient 

to an understanding of science policy and its effects. A 

financial stocktaking predictably reveals only moneta~ aspects 

of a situation. The production level of any staple or semi

refined product is ali-lays ultimately limited by the natural 

availability of that staple or resource rather than by effective 

market demand. A study of ,"[heat production in Cana.da during 

World War I is included to illustrate this fact. For, during this 

period, the belief that effective market demand could be the 

only limit to wheat production prevailed. The devastating 

sf-fects- on the- fert-i-±i-t;r -of' pr-a'ir-i-e- sei'l--ana -en t.he- f'a-I'miRg-

families dependent on it shows the ecological basis upon which 

all natural resource production rests~ It also proves that the 

long-term ava.ilabi1ity of staple products is contingent upon 

more than financial interests. With this knowledge in hand we 

may gain an appreciation of the effects of a science policy goal 

aimed at pushing the production of natural resources into 

potentially unlimited developed wealth through the aid of 

applied science. 

In 1917 the Chairman of the Commission of Conserva.tion 
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noted .nth envy that, "Germany has not neglected the greatest 

of all resources - the productivity of the soil. ttl His 

observation would have been astute had it not been marred by 
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the belief that the use of scientific techniques and applications 

of chemical fertilizers rather than proper agricultural technique 

would preserve soil stability and fertility. Sifton, like 

many Canadians, realized that with England's imperative and 

immediate need of food the high productivity rate of the soil 

on which that food was to be gro~m was extreme~ L~portant. 

Indeed, given the sudden decrease of soil productivity in the 

prairie provinces after 1915, in the land from which the large 

'\ofheat export crop came, concern over sotl pr')ducti vi ty vms to 

be expected. 

Between 1914 and 1919 the total number of acres seeded 

exnanded ~eatly and amounts of wheat exported doubled. There 

were two reasons for this dramatic change. Economically, the 

increase in wheat production (which led to almost complete 

-dependenue on this-mono-eroP7 was-practi-car-beeaus~- Brita-in-

provided an insatiable market and the price per bushel had 
2 

climbed to almost three times its pre-war level by 1917. 

Wheat, the fourth successive staple in the Dominion's histo~J, 

had reached a financial peak. This was enthusiastically welcomed 

by prairie farmers especially after the 1913-1914 recession. 

Induced by drought in southern Saskatchewan and Alberta and low 

international prices, the recession illustrated the danger of 

dependence on one crop. BUt the lesson was i~ored. Short-term 

profit plus the imperial duty which Canada readily shouldered to 



aid a starving Britain coupled to push the productivity of 

prairie soil to its limit. 

The effect of this abuse soon appeared in the form o·f 

drastically lowered crop yields. "Thereas the yield for 1914-1915 

was 26.05 bushels per acre, qy 1917-191S it had been reduced to 

a mere 11 bushels. During the same period, the total number of 

acres seeded spiralled from 39,140,460 to 51,427,190 but the 

total wheat crop plurnmetted from 393,542,600 to 189,075,350 

bushels.3 Only the uncommon~v high price paid for wheat, which 

had been fixed in the spring, prevented widespread financial 

collapse among the prairie wheat farmers. 

Seasons of extreme crop failure, or vastly lowered 

productivity, had occurred before the war in 1889 and in 1900.4 
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Typically, such disasters were blamed on the weather, periodically 

low rates of rainfall being regarded as unfortunate occurrences 

in the arid prairie provinces, particularly in the southern 

5 
parts of Saskatchewan and Alberta. To decrease the negative 

~f-re-ct13 01'- such----oeeurrences--by-ret-ain-i-ng-mo-r-e -moi~t-ure- i-n-t-he--

ground the practice of dry farming was advisable. This consisted 

of summerfallowing and fall plowing. After producing two grain 

crops, one-third of imnroved land was left to weeds which were 

plowed under before consuming too much moisture. In areas with 

less than an annual rainfall of sixteen inches half of the land 

had to be left to weeds. The technique of fall plowing involved 

turning stubble under in the fall, allowing absorption of moisture 

. 6 from the W2nter snowfall. 

The methods of 'dry farming', though necessary if crops 



are to be cultivated in arid soils, is ultimately, Ildestructive 

of soil fertility and structure, and result in the long run in 

the total loss of top-soil." Not only must dry farming be 

practiced on arid soil if fertility is to be maintained. In 

time farmers lIare almost bound to ruin their own livelihood, 

unless th~ take to stock-raising as a primary technique of 

soil exploitation.7 

In the rush of the war years to produce more wheat 

many farmers seeded acres "lhich should have been left to 

summerfallow. Also, instead of performing the laborious task 

of fall plowing, farmers began to sprinkle kerosene on their 
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fields to burn off the stubble. This last practice was particularly 

unwise because it robbed the soil of precious moisture as well 
8 

as valuable nitrogen and organic matters. 

In accordance with Canada's official policy to aid 

Britain, the Dominion Department of Agriculture recommended that 

every possible effort to produce wheat should be made to meet the 

-wartime- emergency,irrcluding the sugge-st-±on-t-hat- f-ields--wh~ch -

should have been left to surnmerfallow be seeded and stUbble 

9 
burned. Farmers acted on these suggestions, increasing the 

effects of drought in 1918 and 1919. 

The policies of the Dominion Government worked against 

making better western farmers. The failure to change the high 

transportation costs which faced producers on stock shipments, to 

supply adequate cold storage facilities for carcasses, or to 

make credit for stock raising as easy to obtain as credit for 

grain production all hampered the farmers' financial abilities 



and incentives to keep livestock.
lO 

The resultin~ widespread 

denendency on a wheat crop came back to haunt the country in 

the next decade of peace. Dr. Frank T. Shutt, Dominion Chemist 

at the Experimental Farm in ottawa, examined the prairie soils 

in 1932, noting that, "After thirty-eight years of grain gro't\ring, 

results showed a very large loss of soil nitrogen." This 

result showed conclusively that, "continuous grain growing had 

proven to have a disastrous effect on the soil." Significantly, 

he stated that in prairie areas where there was mixed farming or 

rotation with nitrogen-fixing plants the soil was found to be 

11 
very rich, particularly in organic nitrogen content. 

other methods, aside from the partial abandonment of 

dry farming, were used to attempt to increase the crop yield. 

These inv~lved scientific research, first in the development of 

more productive hybrid strains of wheat, and then in attempts to 

employ wheat ,·rhich would be resistant to the damaging effects of 

'''heat rusts. 
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- - - - - - TiTe-u-e-v-e lopmentof -Marqu±s-vTheat in--190B-greatiy- increased 

the yield per acre ~J 1914 (in spite of decreased soil fertility) 

principally because it ripened seven to ten days earlier than 

the common Red Fife, thus missing earl;:r frosts and widening the 

area suitable for wheat grovffih.
12 

An estimated $100,000,000 per 

year was realized by this development.13 Though well satisfied 

with the Marquis, the fact that approximately $25,000,000 per 

year was lost due to >-rheat rust led to the undertaking of an 

extensive research program on the many forms of this menace and 

economic saboteur. Begun in 1917, the nrogram, directed by an 



Associate Committee of the NRC on Cereal Grain Rust, was 

carried on in the three prairie provinces qy the universities 

and the Federal Department of Agriculture.14 The research had 

been further s~urred on ~ the estimated loss of 100 million 

bushels of grain in 1916 from rusts, the failure to surmnerfallow 

having contributed to an attack of stemrust, the first wide

spread loss since 1904.15 

Professor W.P. Thompson of the University of Saskatchewan 

reported in 1919 that he had a variety of wheat which ripened 

two weeks earlier than the Marquis, thus allowing the further 

avoidance of early frosts and a wider span of suitable acreage, 

and many varieties which were ~~une to a number of types of 

wheat rust. But he had yet to successfUlly combine these varieties.16 

By 1925 no variety of wheat which merged the two desired 

characteristics existed. Though the Associate Committee of 

the Research Council increased research- efforts by financing 

the construction of a rust laboratOI';'T at the M2.nitoba Agricultural 

- -Gol-l-ege- 'i-n W'i-nm.-p% -a -d-e-v-ast2oting- -i-nfestat"iol'1 . QCCUI'.r--ed----in -192+, -

resulting in the loss of 100 million dollars worth of grain.17 

This was four times the estimated annual loss of the plagued 

war years. 

Failure to sumrnerfallow was not the only contributing 

factor to outbreaks of stemrust. These periodic epidemics had 

been occurring for decades. The monoculture farming, wherein 

large regions were planted in only one crop, increased the danger 

IS 
of disease infestation by the loss of diversity. 

Significant advances in developing quick growing and 



highly rust resistant wheat were made ~ the early 1930's.19 

By this date however the collective economic effect had little 

of the impact which such a scientific advance might have had 

in the early years of the Great War. Certainly the immigration 

and ~~ount of homestead settlement increased after the recession 

which hit Prairie farmers in the ear~ twenties. Additional 

raihlay lines also follm-red the settlement paths, totalling 

28,000 miles in Saskatchewan and Alberta. 20 Export markets 

were maintained and continued disruption in Russia effectively 

removed that competitor from the international grain trade until 

1930.21 The importance of the wheat staple had nevertheless 

been overshadowed and the new concentration in metallurgical 

resources, accompanied by technical refining methods involving 

the use of hydro~electric power, comnosed the new major resource 

f l Ot· to 22 or exp Ol alan. 

The abuse of prairie soil in order to meet Britain's 

demands for wheat led to exploitative agricultural practices. 

gain financial~ in the process. But, to the chagrin of farmers 
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and government economists alike, the years 1>lhen ,.,heat prices v .... ere 

highest coincided .... lith drastically lO1'18red rates of soil product-

ivity.. Attempts 1'iere made to ensure that such an opportunity 

was not missed again. Thus, in the year of its inception, the 

NRC began a research program ~rlth the specific ai~ of developing 

a wheat hybrid 'fhich had a higher productivity due to its shorter 

gro~ng season and was resistant to the costly parasitic rust 

infestations. 
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This program was continued into the thirties. Eventually 

higher yield hybrids were produced which ',vere resistant to many 

of the common strains of rust. Though the yield per acre was 

higher and the danger of rust infestation was decreased, there 

was however a major flaw in the new technology. The nutrient 

value of the crop was lowered. It is now kno~n that the more 

nitrogen we find in a crop, the less we can expect the yield to 

be. Likewise, the higher the yield, the lm'Ter the nitrogen 

content. Since nitrogen is found in all proteins, it may be 

taken as an indication of the protein level of the crop. Feed 

grain in 1911 had a mean protein concentration of 10.3 per cent. 

By 1950, however, the top grade contained only 8.8 per cent 

protein. 23 

Attention to the structure of the soil, the arid climate, 

and the consequent inescapable need for dry farming ,'fOuld have 

resulted in better crop yields sooner. Diversification into 

other crops and livestock farming would also have reduced farmers' 
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INDUSTRIAL GROWTH AND NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY 

Though Canadians in general ..,ere worried about payment 

of the war debt and the fierce trade competition which .. lOuld ensue 

with the ending of war their concerns would seem to have been 

relative~ unnecessary. For despite the debt that had been 

incurred the industrial and manufacturing sectors had thrived 

during the hostilities. A broad comparison of the gross value 

of manufacturing production shows more than a one hundred per 

cent increase betl,'leen 1910 and 1917. This war-inspired spiral 

continued until the Depression. l A more specific examination 

reveals that some industries expanded more than others during 

the war period. Chemical and other allied industries produced 

commodities to a gross value of $45,410,486 in 1915. By 1917 

this amount had increased to a total'of $133,618,073 and in 

- -1-9~-wa-s f-U¥tfH3F--stl"~tGHed -tG~R 1mpr--eced-et1ted-$1~3-y64~~D+3-.- -

Similarly the iron and steel products industry made a monetar,r 

advancement of $279,962,666 from 1915 to 1917. A further increase 

of over forty-five million dollars was added by 1918.2 

The value of munitions and materials exported from Canada 

under the authority of the Imperial Munitions Board rose 

spectacularly in 1917 from the minL~al export of 1914.3 Pro-

duct ion increases in the cheMical and steel industries were 

largely due to this demand for war weapons and tools. By the 

end of the war, Canada1s steel producing capacity had grown 
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from one and one quarter per cent to two and one quarter per 

cent of the \-Torld ' s total production capacity. This was the 

largest increase of any steel producing country in the world. 4 

Forced development of mineral and metal resources provided an 

impetus to the mining of coal, iron, copper, nickel, zinc, 

molybdenum, antimony, and aluminum. 5 Though their growth is 

rarely co~~ected to war, since they constitute the by-products 

of the munitions industry, changes in the methods of production 

and refining of these metals as well as that of certain chemical 

industries '.Jere also stimulated. 

The fact that weapons of war have peacetime uses has 

blurred the common conception of the composition of the munitions 

industry. Mili taFtJ ;-reapons, ammunition, and equipment have 

paramilitary uses and may often be identified solely w~th the 

latter function. Chlorine and the lethal mustard gas, 

dichlorodiethyl sulphide, used in the First World War were for 

instance simple industrial chemicals adapted by scientists to 

.-a ne"J'-use- (-i~-spi"be ef- -&fie -i7rev-3.:s-~en -in---&fle-Ha~e--C0RVeRtion-Q~ 

190a against the use of poison gas in war).6 Also, Canada's 

production of calcium cyanamide was original~v used only as a 

nitrogen fertilizer, but from lq16 the American Cyanamid Comnany 

produced ammonia Qy hydrolysis and then oxidized this to nitric 

acid for use as an explosive. With the expanded market resulting 

from 'ilar and a technical change from the Erlwein and Frank 

process to resistance ovens and the electric arc process vastly 

expanded production became possible.7 

Worth noting is the fact that the major impetus for 
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locating the cyanamide plant in Niagara Falls, Ontario, aside 

from the nearby location of lime resources, had been the 

availability of cheap hydro power, the cost of this energy 

constituting the major expense for the industry.8 Similarly, 

in its decision (or concession) to build a nickel refine~J in 

Canada, International Nickel chose Port Colborne due to the 

inexpensive and vast supply of }rfJdro power necessary to its 

industrial process~ From a previous example involving the 

clash of federal government policy- and that of the Commission 

of Conservation over requests b.r the Aluminum Comnany in 1918 

for additional hydro power along with earlip:r requests b.r the 

Long Sault Development and the st. L~Nrence power Company to 

acquire rights to Canada's supply of cheap hydro pOy.Ter, the 

importance of this resource to industries is further underlined. 

All of these industries, ranging from chemica.l to metal pro-

duction were dependent upon Canadats mighty water-falls because 

in keeping with modern engineering trends throughout the British 

-eommonweaxt-h-and -t-he-Cfni-t.ed---sta-tes- -ea-ch-llsed t-he-el eet,-r-ie a.~e 

process. 

From the above cases an extended and more accurate 
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conception of the munitions industry can be gained which includes 

not on~ the obvious weapons of war but also the industries 

associated with their production. These range from nickel 

refining, to c.ranamide or fertilizer production, to hydro-

electric power. Each was adapted for use in times of peace 

and war and each industry expanded due to the war. 9 

Since the development of water power Has basie to industrial 



advancement, as well as to the national and British munitions 

industry, the government intervention which occurred on 

occasion was to be expected. Clashes between provincial and 

federal factions as well as an apparent conflict between the 

priorities of Dominion or continental interests broke out. 

The International Boundaries water Treaty limited the 

amount of water available at Niagara Falls, Canada. A great 

deal of this water had been contracted by Ontario-nased power 

companies (The Electric Development Company, the Canadian 

Niagara Power Comnany, and the Ontario power Comuany) to 

various industries on both sides of the Niagara River. Though 

the publicly operated Ontario Power Company supplied domestic 

service to to'··ms as far a .. ·ray as Guelnh, Berlin, and l'laterloo, 

the generating cycle was geared to industrial, not domestic, 

use. These consamers were plagued by blackouts beginning in 

1916 and continuing til 1919 due to the increased demand for 

hydro by Canadian munitions industries and the inability of 

time Adam Beck, Chairr<1an of the Hydro-Electric p01·rer CO!llIllission, 

which controlled the Ontario Power Company, requested that the 

federal goVernment halt sales of Canadian hy~ro to the United 

10 States. This attempt to'pit the federal government against 

the provincial government in an area where the former lacked 

constitutional control revealed the inability of each to enforce 

strictly national goals in the development of an important 

natural resource. For, all of the hydro companies continued to 
11 

sell power to industries in the United states. The Ontario 
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goverrrment never, of course, intended to stop this activity. 

The federal government, on the other hand, had been unsuccessful 

in its attempt to contract a continental treaty in the case 

of the Aluminum Company due to Britain's need of certain muni

tion supplies "vhich that company produced. James White's 

defence of national interests before the arbitrating agen~, 

as a member of the Commission of Conservation rerresenting the 

federal government, was invalidated b~r the unprecedented 

interference of the Solicitor-General whose advice was in the 

interest of the Imperial government and which ''las governed by 

the short-term aim of vnnning the war. Both the United states 

and Britain obtained what they wanted, one receiving more hydro 

pO>ver, the other receiving munit,ion supplies; both gained their 

objectives with the aid of Canada's water power. 

The development of mining in Canada during the Great 

~"ar took place under both Imperial and American pressure. Again, 

attempts to assert national goals, even though in the service 

- -or corimi.orlwe-altn- interests; providoo. only -decorat-i ve- covering 

over the actual issue. The country with the world's largest 

nickel fields, Canada became geologically important once more 

for a raw resource '-lhich Has a staple to the "'far diet. This 

time hO\,Tever little long-term profit was to be gained since the 

mines remained mostly in American hands. 

The International Nickel Company held a virtual monopoly 

of the nickel industry which "'1as offset o'nly by the British

financed Mond. W.O. Main has pointed out the collusion that 

existed between these companies by explaining the 'fays in which 
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International Nickel attemnted to force all other competitors 

out of the market. A major threat to these companies was the 

British America Nickel corporation which owned the former 

properties of the Canadian-financed Dominion Nickel-Copper 

Company and the North American rights to the electro~vtic 

~rbinette process for refining nickel. For, desnite the obstacle 

presented by long-term contracts, the Hybinette process to be 

used by British America was a proven competitor to the former's 

Orford process. Cheap electric p01\rer required in the Hybinette 

process cost less than the coke and oil for fueld needed in 

the Orford process. Also, all of the precious metals in the 

ore could be reclaimed with the Hybinette nrocess, instead of 

the small portion procured in the Orford.12 Owing to its 

advanced engineering technique, the British America Nickel 

Corporation presented an added threat to the near monopoly of 

the International Nickel Corporation. _Consequently, as with 

its predecessors, the British America Nickel corporation found 

--tlla.~ Tinancl.-al aSSlstance rr-omt-rreUITitea. ---sta.:-tes-wasunootalnabie-;11-

The British America Nickel Corporation, Limited finally 

received assistance when it came under the financial control of 

the British government (\'ihich secured $14,500,000 of the 

$20,000,000 capital stock) and \'ihich assured a market for the 

duration of the war by contracting to buy most of its produetion.14 

When in 1920 the British sovernment cancelled its ten year 

contract for an annual six thousand tons of nickel15 the fact 

that this company had been supported only because Britain 

Nanted to secure a supply of nickel for munitions was obvious. 
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Once again the internationality of the forces combining 

in the application of scientific advancement is evident. A new 

engineering process had been developed by a NO~legian named Hvbinette. 

The metals on "Thich this process 1vould be used were found princip-

ally in Canada. The American financiers who owned Canadian 

nickel mines and who attempted to control the market found their 

control threatened by this new technique. Amid this potential 

industrial disruption ivas the Great War. The munitions industry 

in Canada was expanded because Great Britain gave goverrunent support 

to an otheM~se doomed c0mpetitor, British America Nickel. 

In July, 1916 news reached the public that a German sub-

marine, the Deutschland, had landed on the east coast of the United 

states and received a cargo of refined nickel; allegedly from 

International ~TickeL. A repeat occurrence follo'i'red in November .. 

Each incident addea pressure to the concern over the foreign O\>lTIer-

ship of Canada's nickel sources (though no mention was made of the 

1 f . . h' 1 16 ~ I th f' tot' we come cargo 0 In-conung c enuca s 'J.. n e ~ uror wo n arlO 

h . 17 owners lp. Despite a Liberal resolution for public ovmership 

presented to the Legislature in February of 1917 no such action was 

initiated. Instead, the British Adniralty censured the Euronean 

export agents of the accused International Nickel Comnany.lS Also, 

at this time the British government acquired financial control of the 

British America. Nickel cornoration, Limited. Each of these actions 

was a short-term attempt to keep the supply of nickel under imperial 

control for the remainder of the '·Tar. For this reason each action 

was taken by the British rather than the Canadian ,government. 



Any pretense that the Canadian government, either on 

a prmrincial or federal level, "Tas effective in dediding the 

future course of this ravT resource industry is unsubstantiated. 

The usual eXaffinle that International Nickel moved its nickel 

refinery from Hew Jersey to Port Colborne in response to the 

Liberal proposition for government ovmership of this industry 

and the public outcry over the Deutschland incidents cannot 

be maintained. For, in fact, technologically the Orford process 

of refining metal had become outdated with the introduction 

of the Hybinette electrolytic process. The Royal Ontario Nickel 

Commission established in september of 1915 and chaired by 

George Thomas Holloway, vice-president of the British Institute 

of Mining and Metallur~r, concluded that the ~!binette method 

was well suited to refining of nickel in Ontarioel9 Since 

construction of a: refinery was already underway- the advice 

contained in the report, dated March 19, 1917, appeared 'after 

the fact'. The appreciation of electrolytic technology "Thich 

was well placed. Hm·rever, the belief that Canaaian political 

pressure on International Nickel was responsible for the 
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relocation was fallacious. The demands of a superior engineering 

process dictated the move. 

During the Great War the metal and che~tcal industries in 

Canada flourished. Two specific causes made this possible. 

Demand for ~unitions offered increased markets conducive to the 

growth of a variety of industries. Changing technology in the 

form of the electric arc and ~rbinette processes increased the 
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efficiency of production by allowing recove:r;r of previous 

industrie.l \vastes and by reducing onerating costs 1·Tith the 

availability of inexpensive hydro Dower. Though often not 

Ca"1adi~n o"t-med, controlled, or financed these companies used 

Canadian resources both as the raw materials of production and 

as an energy source to fuel industrial orocesses. Equally, 

though high profits 1'lere typical for many industries this money 

was earmarked for other than the renayment of Canada!s war 

debt. For this reason government leaders remained concerned 

over their monetary burden. 

Neither the federal nor provincial governments managed 

to assert nor even to attempt to institute national goals on 

industries located in Canada during the wa.r years. The ideals 

of private enterprise reigned sunreme and ,.rere only brief'ly 

interrupted b3T the activity of the British government. Vfhile 

the nickel industry remained under the nea.r-monopolistic control 

of International Nickel the Liberal cries for public m~ership 

Like the federe.l Bnd provincial ~overnments, the ~mc 

left private industry unmolested, and kept the goal of developing 

natural resources in the forefront. Though the Council itself 

lacked industrial renresentation the objective of finding various 

means of utilizing the waste products of industrial production 

. 20 
received attentlon. In 1918, three of the ten !'!lajor research 

grants undertaken in universities and funded b:r the NRC aimed at 

the transforme.tion of waste products into additione.l saleable 

commodities or comrnodities "Thich were previously available only 



on foreign (non-British) markets. 

The sMallest nroject, financially, involved a study of 

the amount and character of sugar in sulphite liquor waste. It 
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was undertaken in order to obtain ethyl alcohol and other commercial 

products from the waste. SUch sulphur-derived chenicals w'ere 

in great demand by the pulp and paper industry.21 The industrial 

waste in question "ras a noxious gas burnt off during the smelting 

of many Canadian metals, particularly nickel at SUdbur;.r. These 

fumes killed all surrounding vegetation. When the Orford Copper 

and Nickel Company had previously taken their nickel matter from 

Quebec to be refined in South Wales opposition from farmers 

whose crops had been destroyed by sulphur f~~es had led to the 

relocation of the smelters in the United states.22 The problem 

of sulnhur pollution needed to be solved and the best motivation 

that could be given to the indust~J was the opportunity of 

profit by transforming the waste into a saleable commodity. It 

was a government organization, the NRC, hov-rever, ,·[hich had to 

---eff~cl-t-hi-s-transi'ormat-ion.- -~- -indust-.:--y-wao -not-mot-i-va-~ed--t--6 - -

undertake the research. 

An investigation of Canadian waste tobacco was financed 

in hope that a means of preparing nicotine sulphate, a major 

insecticide used on shrubs and trees, could be found. This 

substance was needed because the high wartime price increases by 

the mononoly producer in KentuckJr prohibited its purchase by 

Canadian fruit farmers. 

The third grant involved the distillation of waste 

straw in order to produce a gas for heating and lighting houses 



as well as a carbon residue which could be used as a fuel for 

other purposes. 23 This last research grant, as well as the 

work on briquetting of lignites, 'vas motivated partly by the 

shortage of coal which began when the United states, principal 

supplier of coal to Canada, entered the war. On July 12, 1917 

a Fuel Controller for Canada had been appointed and the necessity 

of finding a new source for the corning ~dnter, particularly 

on the prairies, haunted Canadians. 

The involvement of the young ~~C in chemical and mineral 

industries remained minimal just as the policies of Canadian 

governments in relations with private industry and the British 
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government remained compliant. As has been seen, these industries 

were dependent on Canada's natural resources and aside from 

tec~~olo~f their extreme gro~~h during the war period was spa~Illed 

by the munitions market. 

Though not a mineral resource the development of the 

lumber industry in Canada was also accelerated Qy the high demand 

spruce trees were required for the construction of ships and 

aeroplanes. The Commission of Conservation advised Sir Joseph 

Flavelle, head of the Board, on the location and suitability of 

these snecies to production needs with the aid of earlier studies 

which had been conducted on the composition of Canadian forests.
24 

All lumber in British Columbia was soon at the disposal of Great 

Britain via the Imnerial Munitions Board since the provincial 

government would only authorise export clearances through this 

agency_ Expansion in the lumber trade was ~~ediate and an 
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ultimate total of 24,000 labourers i-rorking for ninety-three mills 

to cut fir and fourteen to cut spruce advanced into the virgin 

forests of northern British Columbia. While a great deal of 

money was pumped into the economy by this venture, the waste or 

excess cutting of trees was tremendous. Only thirty per cent 

of the spruce cut met the requirements of the Inspection Department 

and of the five hundred million feet of fir cut a mere nine and 

one quarter million feet "Jere accepted! 25 In this instance the 

intention of the Commission of Conservation "to investigate 

and advise as to the right lines of develonment of public policy 

in the conservation of Canadian resources" comes into full focus.
26 

Development consisted of expedient usage for the Imperial war 

cause and involved over-exnansion "nth excess production, the 

overflow being channelled into private markets where the lumber, 

though it. wa.s absorbed, was not particularly needed. The 

conservation for ,·[hieh the Commission had been nc.med i'TaS a 

financially and militarily exploitative value bearing no vestiges 

concept. In each of these ways the industrial, political, 

scientific and even the alSricultural communities were sirrtilar. 

And, while actin~ on these values (both positive and negative) 

these communities maintained mutually complia.nt policies. 

Harold Innis has accurately described how, 

••• Canada found herself in possession of vast 
quantities of raw materials, of '.,~hich the 
supp~v of older countries was being exhausted 
and for the exploitation of 't.fhich the mature 
technique of these older countries vTaS at 
hand. 27 
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In one succinct sentence Innis describes the development of 

natural resources in Canada from their prima~ to industrialized 

state, from 1909 to the end of the First World War. The 

develoument of Canadian science organizations, from the unofficial, 

but preparatory, Commission of Conservation to the National 

Research Council, was guided by this eA~loitative attitude and 

industrial technique and responded with thoroughly compliant 

policies. 
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APPENDIX D 1\ 
Canada 

Nickel Production, Trade and Consumption 
1889-1966 

Expo{ts3 

Production2 Imports Consump-
In matte, speiss Refmed Total tionS 

or oxide Metal 

(tons) ($) (tons) ($) ($) (tons) 

18891 415 
1890 718 89,568 89,568 3,154 
1891 2,018 667,280 667,280 3,889 
1892 1,207 293,149 293,149 3,208 
1893 1,991 .629,692 629,692 2,905 
1894 2,454 559,356 559,356 3,528 
1895 1,944 521,783 521,783 4,267 

1896 1,699 658,213 658,213 4,787 
1897 1,999 723,130 723,130 4,737 
1898 2,759 1,019,363 1,019,363 5,882 
1899 2,872 939,915 939,915 9,449-
1900 3,540 1,031,030 1,031,030 6,988 
1901 4,595 751,080 751,080 12,029 
1902 5,347 1,007,211 1,007,211 15,448 

(tons) (tons) 

1903 6,350 6,350 6,350 26,177 
1904 5,274 5,617 5,617 14,682 
1905 9,438 8,659 8,659 19,076 
1906 10,745 10,327 10,327 15,976 

.1907 10,595 9,688 9,688 19,511 
1908 9,572 9,710 9,710 36,870 
1909 13,141 12,808 12,808 14,930 
1910 . 18.636 18,007 18,007 23,266 

(tons) 

1-9-1-1 1'1,0-49- -16,310 16,110- -308 
1912 22,421 22,111 22,111 334 
1913 24,838 24,730 24,730 296 
1914 22,759 23,264 23,264 310 
1915 34,154 33,205 33,205 355 
1916 41,479 40,221 40,221 446 
1917 42,165 40,636 40,636 427 
1918 46,254 42,884 855 43,739 319 
1919 22,272 15,198 5;310 20,508 200 
1920 30,668 25,851 4,249 30,100 368 
1921 9,647 4,032 2,397 6,429 166 
1922 8,799 8,384 7,225 15,609 683 
1923 31,227 14,485 11,449 25,934 413 
1924 34,768 18,356 12,993 31,349 438 
1925 36,929 20,104 15,058 35,162 530 
1926 32,857 19,589 12,349 31,938 559 



Exports3 

1921 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1931 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1941 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1~5 
1956 
1951 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966P 

Production2 

(tons) 

33,399 
48,?18 
55,138 
51,884 
32,833 
15,164 
41,632 
64,344 
69,258 
84,870 

112,452 
105,286 
113,053 
122,719 
141,129 
142,606 
144,009 
137,299 
122,565 
96,062 

118,626 
131,740 
128,690 
123,659 
137,903 
140,599 
143,693 
161,2i9 
171,928 
178,515 
187,958 
139,559 
186,555 
214,506 
232,991 
232,242 
217,030 
228,496 
259,182 
234,061 

In matte, speiss 
or oxide 

(tons) 

In matte 
or speiss 

In oxide 

18,229 
18,185· 
14,815 
22,445 
16,644 
7,585 

19,163 
29,172 
29,232 
30,812 
40,404 
44,324 
41,051 
38,484 
42,616 
41,263 
36,415 
33,848 
28,295 
30,625 
39,767 
50,801 
56,902 
53,090 
57,882 
63,753 
63,910 
65,823 

_ 65,954 
70,715 
73,694 
67,659 
65,657 
73,910 
92,938 
71,410 
83,392 
74,766 
82,327 
83,586 

2,598 
4,804 
5,801 
1,861 
1,554 

868 
3,832 
2,542 
1,311 
2,661 
2,554 
1,842 
2,426 
3,864 
7,240 
9,224 
3,892 
1,242 
1,759 

517 
6,534 
9,791 
1,152 
1,661 

944 
1,211 
1,299 
1,486 

_1,45~ _ 
1,767 
1,706 
1,393 
4,151 

13,257 
18,021 
11,120 
15,208 
35,800 
40,956 
33,631 

Source: Dominion Bur~u of Statistics. 

1 First year of recorded production. 

Refined 
Metal 

(tons) 

14,508 
25,594 
34,204 
21,561 
13,566 
7,583 

21,046 
27,362 
40,814 
53,346 
68,427 
52,686 
67,914 
82,168 
87,739 
88,308 
95,240 
97,509 
78,168 
80,797 
70,756 
71,241 
69,088 
66,894 
72,357 
71,058 
79,909 
91,410 

_106,47L 
104,356 
103,258 

85,168 
102,111 
108,350 
133,504 
121,712 
109,156 
128,330 
135,197 
132,712 

Total 

(tons) 

35,335 
48,583 
54,820 
45,873 
31,764 
16,036 
44,041 
~9,076 
71,363 
86,819 

111,385 
98,852 

117,391 
124,516 
137,595 
138,795 
135,547 
132,599 
108,222 
111,939 
117,057 
131,840 
127,142 
121,651 
131,183 
142,022 
145,118 
158,719 
173,879 

Ti6,838 -
178,658 
154,220 
171,925 
195,517 
244,463 
210,242 
207,756 
238,896 
258,480 
249,929 

Imports4 Consump
tions 

(tons) (tons) 

1,221 
5E3 
803 
691 
391 
269 
496 
345 
286 500 
467 500 
491 900 
491 651 
697 635 
594 1,509 

1,011 3,464 
499 4,509 
545 3,440 
424 2,350 
762 2,410 

1,602 1,820 
1,376 1,670 
1,364 1,887 
1,448 1,749 
1,337 2,226 
1,306 2,744 
1,650 2,223 
3,083 2,275 
1,584 2,595 
2,103 5,020 
2,554 5,545 
2,092 4,532 
2,155 4,099 
1,857 4,059 
1,762 4,861 
4,304 4,935 
7,494 5,322 

10,973 5,869 
10,444 6,899 
12,172 8,924 
28,916 

"2 Refined metal and nickel in oxide and s:llts produced plus recoverable nickel in matte or speiss and 
in ores and concentrates exported. 

3Exports are for calendar years 1890 to 1966. 
4 Imports for fiscal yearS 1890 to 1910 incL and calendar years 1911 to 1966 incl. Imports consist of 
nickel in bars, rods, strips, sheets and wire; nickel and nickel-silver in ingots; nickcl-chromium in bars. 

5To 1959, producerS' domestic shipments of refined metal; subsequent to 1959, consumption of 
nickd, ... n forms, (refined metal, oxide and salts) as reported by consumers. 

- Nil; .. Not available; P Preliminary. 



VI 

!3E'TI'lEEN THE WORLD WARS 

The years beh'een World War I and World War II sa.w 

significant technological changes involving the gradual demise 

of the electric arc process and the rise of synthesic nitrogen 

(fertilizer) production. Amid these sUbstitutions the importance 

of prime Canadian natural resources shifted, as did their 

methods of production. Research interests in Canada altered 

appropriately, appearing to rise to new challenges. However, 

although the NRC's opera.tions reflected an avid interes.t in 

in such changes its role remained the same. As the or~anization 

gre,-; its researches exoanded and gained more importance~ Its 

early affinity to the military on~ appeared to wither as Canada 

and Britain ceased active war involvement and political interest 

in the gro~ruh of Canadafs science institutions lost intensity • 

. -·-rn--the--eaTly-19391-s -sat-i-sf"a.eM{}1"l-''ffi-s-ga-iB.oo-~·Ga1'l'jl"ing. -o.u.t- --

established plans to expand research facilities and to train 

more scientists at Canadian universities. 

The principle tecP~ological change in Canada after the 

Armistice was the introduction of a method for the ~rnthetic 

production of nitrogen. Originated in Germa~~ before World 

War I, the Haber-Bosch process, as it was named, was the key 

innovation because its successful oneration, aside from being 

financially feasible, obliterated the absolute lLmits to production 

existing with the use of organic nitrogen products. As nitrogen 



products~ the method of both fertilizer and exnlosives pro-

duction altered considerab~. The possibility of increased 

production soared. While Germany was the only count~r to gain 

from the Haber-Bosch process in ~IT, the Allies realized that 

if they were to be prepared for another extensive war they 

must also have the Haber-Bosch process, or at least have the 

power to prevent extensive stock-piling of resulting nitrogen 

supplies in any countrJ. To this end Germany was made to exnort 

large quantities of ~rnthetic nitrogen annually to France as 

I part of the terms of the Versailles Treaty. 
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One result of this process was the growth of international 

cartels which limited the export of nitrogen and its industrial 

by-products. After 1920 most Canadian producers were associated 

,vfth the British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Ltd., London, 

which i'laS in turn affiliated with the German led DEN (Deutschland-

2 
England-ttronray) groun. These organizations rnade trade agreements 

which were necessa.ry to ensure that prices remained stable and 

way, cartels \Vere used to li.1llit rearmalnent. 

A shift in plant location also resulted from this 

revolution in production. For, \Vhile cyanamide production was 

based on the electric arc process and water power, as was the 

Hybinette process used in refining nickel, the use of hydrogen 

was basic to the Haber-Bosch process. Though electrolytic 

hydrogen could be made .. nth water power this was not necessary. 

Coke-oven or natural gas were just as effective.
3 

Thus, in 

1930 the Consolidated Hining and Smelting ComDany began the 



manufacture of fertilizers at Trail, British Columbia, using 

sulphuric acid which was a by-product of the sulphur ores 

from the Sullivan Mine at Kimberl~. Alberta Nitrogen Products, 

Ltd. also built a plant in Calgary. Here hydrogen was produced 

4 from a reaction between methane, a natural gas, and steam. 

The NRC had follo"red all of these technological changes, 

though its Dosture reflected an industrially protective rather 

than a pure research attitude. For instance,.the manufacture 

of fertilizers by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. 

at Trail, B.C. resulted in the unwanted by-product of suluhur 

pollution. Scientists at the :r-mc studied the effects of this 

noxious gas with some alarm for many years. Though no effective 

method of curtailing this pollution was found, neither the 

NRC nor the federal government ,.,rere ,·filling to curtail production 

at the plant because its industrial and potential military 

5 value were so great. The science policy in this case placed 

ecological concerns behind the priority of the development of 

Association of the NRC with the militaI"'J aspect of the 

industrial production had also been revealed in Dr. J.C. ].!eLennan's 

proposal in 1917, Ilto prohibit the export of nitror;enous 

fertilizing products from Canada and to have the Dominion 

government take over and operate existing plants". His dictum 

that, nAs electrical p0ltier is developed ••• all spare power should 

be used in the manufacture of nitrogenous products" reveals the 

extent to which militaI"'J considerations ruled his science 

6 
activities. 



The Associate Connnittee of Nitrogen Fixation, of Hhich 

McLennan was an active member, was maintained until the spring 

of 1931.7 As a research committee its purpose had been fu1-

filled in 1930 when the Consolidated Mining and Smelting 

Company has gone into nitrogen production using a variation of 

the Haber-Bosch process. This new industrial technique 

constituted the necessa~ replacement to the out-moded c.ranamide 

production located in Niagara Falls. 

A secondary reason for the cessation of these formal 

investigations of the development of nitrogen production was 

the depressed condition of agriculture tr,roughout the world. 

Farmers, the members of the committee reported, found little 

benefit from the use of fertilizers since prices for agricultural 

produce had dropped to ru;~ous levels o Nevertheless these 

members advocated fertilizer use with the reasoning that increased 

yield per area at the same operating cost would lower overall 
B 

costs and thus benefit the farmer. To this end Canadian 

-- -f-erti~-i-z-er -was -di-st-ri-buted----with6ut/-efla~----&e---4emeRs-tr-ati-Gn--

9 farms on the prairie by prospective producers. set up 

originally by the Commission of Conservation, these farms were 

used to I educate , farmers in the latest scientific advances, 

and in this instance, as a persuasive means of advertisement 

by manufacturers. Canada's producers of nitrogen had one other 

motivation for increasing fertilizer sales. They had to maintain 

their fertilizer markets in order to finance their recent 

expansion into synthetic fertilizer production. In the event 

of another world war this production would be easily changed to 



that of ~thetic nitrogen. As such this product was crucial 

to the country. The use of the government's exnerimental farms 

as a vehicle for advertisement is therefore not surprising. 

Emphasis on fertilizer use ~ffiS little more than a placebo 

for agricultural producers in the prairies during the thirties. 

At most this nitrogenous material, both organic and inorganic, 

was a temporary crutch 1'Thich even ,,,,hen combined with NRC research 

on wheat hybrids, field crop diseases, and cereal rust was 

insufficient to alter the infertility of prairie soil. For, 

the latter was caused qy a semi-arid climate and abusive agri

cultural techniques the uses of which the federal government 

had encouraged during ~nfI. Neglect of dry farming, the 

government's encouragement of this practice, and the use of 

poor soil on which wheat was planted were in turn a result of 

the orientation tmvards foreign markets. 

Canada's earth resources "rere often used in attempts to 

exploit foreign market demands. This occurred agriculturally 

. -----with-the--wheat~_baple_,__vr:i:-th--vf8.-'beI'4'e'..,ep-ene~gy,_ -ene:--tn~-mining- Q.f

nickel and other metals. In some cases the gain was financially 

advantageous; often, as in ~'Jli.II, politicians and producers 

said the continued development was necessary to satisfy 'duties' 

towards the United Kingdom, mother of the British Com~nwealth. 

Ahlays, the products fro!'2 agricultural lands, forests, waterfalls, 

and mineral denosits remained geared to the la.rlSe international 

markets. In order to re~ain competitive with 9ther..countries~new 

technological applications resulting from increased scientific 

research ,,,,ere introduced in Canada and the material ,,[ealth of 
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the country was exchanged for financial riches, though these 

tended to disappear into the coffers of foreign-o~med companies. 

# # # II /, # # # 

The NRC continued to expand throughout the twenties and 

thirties despite the financial deterrent posed by the Depression. 

Large research laboratories l'fhich ha.d received financial sanction 
~ 

in 1928 (the result of requests begun in 1919) i-rere erected 

early in the next decade, and graduate science programs in 

Q~iversities grew with increased grants. A large portion of 

these graduates ~ade their way into the }ffi laboratories, often 

labouring for meagre or at least relatively low \'rages. This 

rise in trained scientific manpower at the NRC was accompanied 

by more research publications. The greatest innovation in 

this area It/aS the founding of the Canadian Journal of Research in 

1929, with issues that became more frequent as the years passed. 

to .... rards foreign markets the dissemination of results from 

scientific research in the NRC periodical was dependent upon 

basic research from the international arena. The aim of the 

government was first to maintain and then to improve the lot of 

Canadian citizens ~J offering them the products of scientific 

research. Thus advanced technology applied to natural resources 

was expected to result in a nel'f prosperity. 

In actual fact, while a large, central scientific 

institution had been built and research facilities expanded, the 



administration and organization managed only to keep pace (at a 

relative distance) vnth the scientific organizations of other 

major industrial countries. Canadians may have felt they had 

come into their own and had begun the long process of maturation 

as a rich industrial nation which was only involved in the 

British Common"realth by independent choice. But this was not 

the case. Instead research was continued which follO"Ted a. 

scientific and industrial track but which also helped to keep 

the count~J entrenched in the old patterns of dependence on 

staple and natural resource products for export to foreign 

markets. The importance of wheat had declined to be replaced 

at the end of the war by cheap hydro power which was often 

used in connection with the refining of Canadian ores and the 

fixating of nitrogen. By 1930 natural and coke oven gas as a. 

means of producing ~thetic nitrogen had b~n to erode, though 

not eradicate, the industrial imnortance of hydro p01-rer. Also, 

once M··Trr began nickei and associated metals were surpassed 
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---i-n-~o-rt-anee-by----ur-afl~1:Ul1.- Ne-t -enly-was-ene-e:f- 'bhe -wor-l-d-'-s-two- -

largest supplies of uranium located in Canada, as "rell as the 

only refinery in North America, but also the scientists working 

at the }ffiC conducted important basic pioneering research on 

this metal in its application to atomic fission. With this 

research and the supply of the indispensable uranium Canadians, 

and specifically the NRC aided the Imperial and Allied war 

cause by becominp; involved not only in production of natural 

resources for exnort but also in their specific application to 

munition TIurnoses. 
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Scientific research was used to aid industrial development 

and the achievements in this field were in turn put to military 

use. As has been shown, munitions production can never be 

separa.ted from industrial production. Since the principal goal 

of Canada's major science institution was the increased use of 

the countrJ's natural resources in industrial production, its 

affiliation with industrial and military interests was inevitable. 



VII 

GEARING UP THE AD'MINISTRATIVE MACHINERY, 1935-1945 

By the end of World ~var II the NRC had become the one 

principal government science organization in Canada. National 

science poli~T as a coherent plan of the federal government 

was effected both through and by this medium. The government 

poli~J for science that had established an environment fostering 

research activities had matured since its inception in 1916. 

In place of the mere trickel of Canadian-trained university 

science students graduating annually at that time, numbers 

swelled by 1936. At the end of March, 685 scholarships had 

been awarded to 385 people. They had a total value of nearly 

1 $600,000. General fiscal expenditures had risen from a low of 

$50,000 in 1917 to 1918 to well over $650,000 in 1935 to 1936. 

A large, though monolithic, science laborato~J had been built 

verted mill near the Rideau River served as the official homes 

of the federally supported scientific research organization.
2 

The only retardant of growth to the federal government's 

national policy for science was a restricted, though not reduced, 

budget. This was largely a result of the economically paralysing 

Depression. 

This restriction was mini~zed in mid-1935. On the 

first of June, General Andrew George Latta McNau~hton, former 

Chief of General Staff, 'l'Jas anpointed President of the NRC by 

52 
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Prime Minister R.B. Bennett. The assignment of this office to 

a high-rcnking soldier marked the intensification of liaison 

bet"reen Canada I s na.tional science organization and the federal 

depart:nents concerned 't.1.th militar:{ defence. 

Many reasons can be found to exPlain the rationale 

behind the appointment: most published accounts rest on etiquette 

or politica.l expediency. Eggleston remarks on "the discourtesy 

to Dr. Tor<J" and the latter!s biogranher, EeAe Corbett, vehemently 

condemns the shabby treatment of such a valuable civil servant. 

To corbett, the fact that F..B. Hanson, Minister of Trade and 

Commerce, waited until May 29, 1935 to inform Tory that there 

would be no extension b~ond the June first expiration date, 

"surely constitutes an unforgivable departure from ordinary 

amenities and official procedure. 1I3 

McNaughton tended to emphasize the political expediency 

of his appointment saying that it was a direct result of the 

unpopularity of the work camps which he had set up in 1932 for 

bound to be a black mark against the Bennett government in the 

upcoming election. Consequently, McNaughton was not completely 

surprised when Bennett summoned him on M~ 25, 1935 and said, 

Andy, I'm very fond of you. I've been 
pleased to be associated with you, but if 
you think that I'm going to go and meet the 
public in a general election with you still 
in the office of Chief of General Staff, you 
better think it over again. I've made up ~ 
mind ••• that you will vacate that appointment. 
I now address you as President of the 
Nationa.l Research Council. 4 

I 

M~Naughton, however, balked at this dictatorial announcement. 
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On Hay 27 Bennett again sent for McNaughton. still he was 

unw~lling~ explaining that he preferred to remain as CGS because 

he believed that in that position he could be nof greater 

. 5 
servlce to the statel!. TfThen the Prime Minister promised that 

he would be seconded from the post of CGS, as the Minister of 

National Defence, Hon. Grote Stirling, suggested on May 2S, the 

General accepted. Only then was Tory given formal notice of 

his retirement. 

The arguments for political expediency are valid. Aside 

from the work camps, strong evidence existed to indicate that 

the Bennett regime might lose the election. Provincial Conservative 

governments had been defeated in Nova Scotia, British Col~mbia, 

Ontario~ Saskatchevran, and Nevi Brunswick since 1933. Seven out 

of eight federal by-elections had been lost in the previous two 

years. 6 As for etiquette, 'roryfs treatment was certainly 

regrettable but the fact that Bennett had been seriously ill, 

not appearing in the House from late February to mid-May, aids 

NRC. 

Bennettts determination to replace Tory'even at such a 

late date indicates the importance of his decision. Tory was 

over seventy years of age and his contract had expired: 

General McNau~hton was politically unpopular but as an outstanding 

electrical engineer and milita~T administrator he was qualified 

to be President. The time to make a new appoint~ent was ripe 

and the choice of McNaughton was advantageous to the Conservative 

government. HOI-lever, more fundamental considerations were 



involved. Accordin~ to General McNaughton, Bennett had decided 

in early 1935 that the Hitler regime would not be checked and 

war would result. Further, 

••• he was concerned ••• that the National 
Resep-rch Council should be put in shape by 
association w~th the armed forces and by 
association in their problems p-nd in the 
problems of industrial mobilization ••• that 
this vital contribution to the welfare of 
the Countr,r in its defense or in its indus
trial field could be made by the Council. 

7 

McNaughton was of a similar mind, having made a fairly 

accurate prediction in 1915 when he learned of the Armistice. 

"Bloody fools. ive have them on the run. That means that we 
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shall have to do it allover again in another twenty-five years." 

When Bennett faced HcNaughton with this proposal to link science 

and defence, an aim for which the General was well trained, 

his obstinacy melted. For, he was allowed to keep his a~ 

attachments qy being seconded, he could advance the mechanization 

of war (the desirability of >vhich he had cO!Il11lended9) and he 

inevitable. 

The dra1'lback that McNaughton faced in instituting 

government poli~ and effectively preparing the NRC for war 

lay in the fact that there were no '~tten orders outlining his 

k " "t ff" . 1 10 purpose, or ma lng 1 0 lCla. Further, he could not announce 

to the Council that he had come to prepare Canada scientifical~v 

and inctustrially for war. ll Despite these circumstances his 

hands were not tied. 

In June, McNaughton presented the financial needs of 



the A~r and Air Force to the Cabinet, his final duty as cas. 

About to leave the room, Prime Minister Bennett called the 

General back to present the estiro~tes for the NRC. McNaughton 

returned, set do~m his bundle of black accounting books and 

launched into a speech which he termed "the most impassionate 

plea of scientific research ••• in Canada that I ever made in 

l!W life." At the end of it he requested two million dollars 

extra on top of the estimates, which Bennett and his colleagues 

promised llR~ediately. McNaughton claimed that this money 

"made all the difference in the world to the National Research 

organization" .12 And indeed this la.rge sum tm'l'ered beside the 

$65S,326.93 regular revenue of the NRC for the 1935 to 1936 

,... 1 13 llsca year. 
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Never did this Cabinet contribution appear on the official 

financial records of the Council. Similar contributions from 

industries in Canada also went officially unacknOl·iledged. For 

some time the ~ffiC had received a s~Bll a~~ua1 stinend from 

after the ten '.'reeks of invasion following Hitler I s attacks on 

NOr\,,ray and Denmark, the donations of tprivate money' mushroomed 

to over one million dollars. By September, 1940 the follOl·ring 

grants had been made: 

T. Eaton Company 
CPR and Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. 
Bronfman Bros. 
International Nickel Co. 

14 

$250,000 
300,000 
250,000 
250,000 

These donations came at a time Hhen the Treasury· Board 

was still maintaining a ti?:ht grip on money and they ,vere, of 



course, a response to the shocking events of Europe. Certainly 

patriotism may have been one rea.son behind the giving of this 

monetJ. Hovlever, to describe some contributors, the American 

International Nickel Co. for instance, as "public-spirited 

Canadians" as is done by TrT.E.K. Middleton, is an inaccurate 

assessment.15 

Nevertheless, this money, referred to as the Santa 

Claus fund, was originally donated simply to help with Canada's 

1-rar effort. There were no strings attached. J .S. Duncan, 

acting deputy minister of National Defence for Air, had 

proposed that it be used for specific war projects. To this 

end he had invited various people to a meeting in July, 1940 

in order that suggestions could be made. McNaughton having 

res~~ed his army career, the Acting President of the Council, 

Dr. C.J. Mackenzie, won the support of both the government 

members and industrialists present by outlining some of the 

16 
war projects which were unde~Nay. These included construction 

. - ef- 'bhe-kerenatl~i-cal--Bu-±-ld-i-ng-aTrd-"w±nd-tunne1:,-equ±pping-aTId . 

staffing a laboratory for the certification of munition gauges, 

preparation for the manufacture of optical glass, operation of 

chemical warfare laboratories, exnansion of the Radio (Radar' 

laboratory, research on the building of wooden airplanes, and 

on many types of ballistics equipment.17 

Mackenzie's presentation had been ultimately persuasive 

not only for the sudden importance to the Allied defence effort 

of the war-geared projects but because th~J had been undertaken 

early enough to be of use within a short period of time. For 
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this he could thank Bennett's foresight, McNau.t!hton t s skill, 

and the indenendent administrative structure of the ~mc. 

This latter factor was the most important because without 

it McNaughton would have been deprived of the latitude to 

assert the i'far geared science policy which Bennett had promoted. 

These two men found it possible to steer the Council over many 

constitutional areas for "Thich the federal government normally 

lacked jurisdiction. For instance, laboratories were staffed 

by scientists "rho had received aid from the NRC to further 

their basic university education. Though education was constitution-

ally an inviolable provincial responsibility the practice of 

awarding grants to individuals rather than universities, which 

had been carried on since 1917, enabled the federal government 

to promote expansion of post-graduate science programs. This 

success was in direct contrast to the problems which McNaughton, 

as CGS, had encountered over objections to the Royal Milita~ 

College at Kingston being operated by the Department of National 

18 -Defense-. -- - -- ----

Though originated in the early 1920's, Associate Committees 

were a uniquely Canadian organizational device that gained 

increasing usage as preparations for another international war 

intensified. They- resembled the Special Committees of the 

federal government in the "ray that they were removed from public 

scrutiny. In this case however the effect was doubled since 

the Committees i'iere private meetings arram~ed within the NRC, 

an organization which was in turn outside direct resDonsibility . 

to a federal govern~ent minister and the general public. 
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Dr. C.J. Mackenzie described the method by which these Committees 

operated and were used to effect results. The Research Council, 

he said, IIhad the power to bring peonle together, ••• pay the 

expenses of the meeting". It stood alone. "No other government 

department had this authority. II Thus, "the Research Council 

could approach a large project and bring people together who 

were the most kn01dedgeable in their occupations ••• and discuss 

gener2,1 questions." Not only did such a com.mittee allow an 

eclectic group of industrialists, scientists from universities 

and government services, and members of government to collaborate. 

It also allowed them to decide informally and quickly on any 

particular polic~.r to be adopted. Although, "no decisions were 

ever reached, because they had no executive authority, ••• th~r 

~muld go back then and in their executive authority th~ would 

put into effect, ••• the results of their discussions in their 

particular fields. ,,19 

Originally this Associate Committee mechanism had been 

. nes4:gnecl- 'be· a-l-levT ·centTa1-i~ed·cnOTd±nat±on -of -tn-e- pursuit-of --

pure sc:i .. ence in the universities, the private affairs of indust-

rialists, and the research interests of public institutions 

such as goverTh'11ent departments. Instead, the Associate Committee 

came to be used for national problems which were of interest to 

th d · ·t· 20 ese lverse COmmunl les. Predictably, during war, concerns 

over defence and milita~J products became the focus of Canada1s 

science effort. 

Another factor which gave the Council even more independence 

from public scrutiny was the fact that the Sub-Committee of the 
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Privy Ceuncil en Scientific and Industrial Research rarely met. 

In fact, ence the research laberateries were estcblished in the 

early thirties, this cemmittee never cenvened at all. This 

had the effect of giving the Administrative Chairman and President 

21 
cemnlete control. Thus, just befere Canada became efficially 

at war, McNaught en was able to' take representatives of the 

Canadian Manufacturers Asseciatien en a mission to' England to 

unite reseerch with industI'"lJ.22 Though enly the unefficial 

leader his presence in the enteurage was crucial. The Canadian 

manufacturers ''1anted 1'rar orders fer munitions preducts. Ho't-rever, 

the British Supply Departments ceuld not give technical drawings 

or ether relevant examples ef war materials to' private companies. 

As a gevernment official frem Canada, and especial~v as 

President of t.he NRC, Md!aughton was able to act as a liaison 

betvmen the British government and private industry in Canada. 

He intreduced members ef the Admiralty, the Air Ministry, and 

the War Office to Canadian businessmen and became the custodian 

-e-f- a gPea--&-~ea-Ie{' -milnaryres~areh mat-eri-rl-.23 - -Ml:Naughton-

represented the dual role of Canadian science policy both 

symbolically, as seldier and en~ineer, and literally, as 

intermediary bet'\'reen the indust.rialists ef Canad~ and the 

various British Har departments. 

The pelicies ef centralizatien and prepa.ratien fer war 

that R.B. Bennett had supperted centinued unabated despite the 

cautieus stance towards rearmament taken during the tt,'/ilight 

war' by the Mackenzie King government. 24 The independence ef 

war-related researches al101.red the making of science pelicy 



by the key administrators of the NRC that was an inmortant 

difference from ~\lorld vlar I when science policy was made through 

the establishment of the sub-Co~mittee of the PrivY Council on 

Scientific and Industrial Research. 
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VIII 

MILITARY RESEARCHES IN WORLD WAR II 

As President of the NRC, McNaughton began to prepare 

that organization for war soon after he took office in 1935. 

Working singlehandedly and under the politically cautious stance 

of the Mackenzie King government, including its budget restrictions, 

the General was able to institute his military policy only on a 

lLmited basis. This prelimina~ work was significant but was 

overshadowed by the sharp swing towards suecific war researches 

initiated after Canada declared war and, most notably, following 

the !twilight war'. As the Acting President, Dean C.J. Mackenzie 

wrote in May of 1940 that "eighty per cent of our activities have 

b . 1 a war earl.ng. 1I At this time the mature NRC organization was 

finally fully staffed with competent science nersonnel, laboratories ~ 
were well equiuped, and previously restricted (official) budgets 

I 

I 

- -- ---1 
had been instrQ~ental in building UP the Council's staff, furnishing 

the laboratories "rith the requisites for these investigatiol"'s, and 

formin~ co~~ittees prepared to handle administratively certain 

key areas of research. With these stipulati0ns in mind the contention 

that the NRC took a major shift into defence research during ~n~~I 

2 may be accepted. 

More than ever before, the outcome of war d~pended upon 

scientific research and its technological application. In all 

areas from military usage on land, in sea, and in air, to basic 
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food sUDnlies for civilians, the inroads made b~T science ... ere 

imnortant, indeed crucial. Peonle from all segments of the 

nation, as well as from Britain and the United states, grasped 

this fact. Tet the ability of each grOUD to affect the advance 

of war science research va.ried widely. The average workinR; person 

had to be content to fight· in the war with or without the aid of 

n~N scientific anparatuses. Farmers, as an alternative, could 

force all their efforts towards increasing agricultural nroduction 

by straining the capacities of land and animals: urban labourers 

could, at most, construct the imnroved war appliances. On 

another level, federal noliticians were able to organize the country 

for war. This they achieved b~T mobilizing many industries for peak 

production of war items, by denloJ~ng Canadian troops for combat 

in Europe and along Canada!s shores, and by increasing budgets 

for federal government activity. 

Except for this last point MUch of this new· activity was 

delegated from Parliament at the outset to sDecific Government 

cteI)artm§'rt~~ especia.ll~ th9SELCQncarned "hoLth flei'encB_ .. __ Thollgh_ 

many denartments had their own research labora.tories most of this 

work was reassigned to the laboratories of the NRC. There were 

three main reasons for the s~~tch. The Counci1, ha.ving been 

recentl;T outfitted, nossessed better equiDment and a larlSer, higher 

quality staff than did the separa.te departments. Also, as a 

national institution, the NRC held greater Dotential for comnlete 

co-ordination of science activities in Canada and ~~th Allied 

countries. As Dr. C.J. N:ackenzie told a meeting of the Royal 

Canadian Institute, "It was early anparent that .... ~\"e must start on 



every problem with the full kno .... rledge available to our Allies; 

and further, that we must work co-onera+..ivel:T on com'1lon nroblems. ,,3 

Collaboration ':between the industria.l production of "tar anparatuses 

with the results of scientific military research was also naramount 

and the administrative strueture of the NRC was best suited to 

accomnlishing this task~ Indeed it had been formed to co-ordinate 

indust~J and science although at first only on an advisory level. 

President McNaughton was fond of noting that, 

The Council is not part of a Government 
denartment; it is a corporate body capable 
of acquiring and holding money and nroperty 
and of administering trusts related to 
science and research. 4 

This status rendered it independent of ministerial control. 

According to the Act passed in 1924 the Council had charge of all 

matters related to scientific and industrial research in Canada 

which the sub-Committee of the Privy Council chose to assign.5 

Most significantly, the Council was required to enga~e in researches 

6 on proble~s referred from other r~vernment departments. In 

- com~lianc8-wit.h -this-f-ill1ction-a-flaxihl£-st.I'Ucture -had-been -pI'e~-

scribed in order that collaboration and co-o::-dination betW'een the 

Council, Government denartments and their separate science 

se~Tices could be attained.
7 

For all of these reasons the NRC 

was unavoidably receptive to the mli tary demands from other 

departments. 

By the late 1930's this pliant structure was readily being 

used to form Associate Committees the majority of which were 

concerned with war-related investigations. By 1940 the ~m 

Laboratories ,-rere so tota.lly inundated with "''far resea.rches that 
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only very basic civil reSearches were maintained. Thus, though 

no coherent plan or specific legislation was approved for the 

science institution, its a.ctivities were overtaken by a \-Tar 

cause and follm'/ed what amounted to a ver:r consistent military-

based policy. One reason for this ,\-ias, most definitely, the 

unrelenting barrage of requests by various Govern~ent departments 

to the NRC to conduct research investigation which would help 

these departments to prepare for ~Tar. The force and direction 

of these requests was of primary imnortance because the Privy 

Council Com~ittee on Scientific and Industrial Research by this 

time never met and thus was unable to affect the poli~ course of 

the research andadviso~J activities of the Council. Its silence 

amounted to an approving nod to\,fards these activities. The 

abandonment of this Committee was an early abdication of the only 

body set up to nrovide official guidance as well as to receive 

advice fro~ the executives of the t~C and other science organ-

izations. 

Wilfrid Eggleston--has-po~l'1ted . out -th~ct -the. l-i-nk- -\·~ith-·the-

DepartMent of Trade and C'.Jmmerce had lost all rplevance because 

the NRC engaged in activities affecting many different GovernMent 

8 departments and branches.. This was a situation It,hich thoui2;h most 

obvious to Egi2;leston only after ~~rrI had roots stretching back to the 

inception of the NRC in the First World IVar. Then the Departments 

of Agriculture, Education, and the Interior (viz. mines, fisheries, 

forests) as 1;'"ell a s the Department of Trade and Commerce had all 

been affected by the activities of Canada1s main national science 

organization. 
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The undertaking of such diffuse responsibilities can be 

directly correlated to the position of the Commission of 

Conservation. Such activities were c·ited as reason for abolishing 

the Commission, while the NRC was allowed to thrive and expand 

upon its activities. Eggleston's postulated irrelevance of the 

Department of Trade and Commerce to the NRC is thus more 

apparent than actual. For, after all, the aim of the Council 

was to increase natural resource and industrial development in 

order that expanded exports for international trade could be 

produced thus imnroving the commercia.l status of the countI"'J in 

a highly competitive "Torld system. In the s arne way, with much 

the same purnoses, the commission of Conservation had produced 

an invento~ of natural resources and begun defining some basic 

problems hindering industrial develo,pment. 9 The loss of the 

close connection with the DenartmAnt of Trade and COl'Ill'1erce 

which had been maintained by men such as George Foster in wwr, 

the silence of the Privy Council Committee on Scientific and 

- Industrial- Rasea~ch,-andthe-1924 J!landate_to -B.ccept- resaar-Ch 

responsibilities from other Government departments ~ere not 

representations of a loss of control over the NRC which allowed 

it to be accidentally turned into a militaI"'J operation. The 

former b·ra circumstances "rere simnly evidence of maturation, a 

shedding of old,tight skins. Presentation of estiwztes to 

parliament was not enough to keep an organization with such 

necess~rily varied interests attached to the Department of 

Trade and Commerce even if the minister headed the sub-committee 

of the Privy Council. As was shown previously this Council had 
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little industrial representation and consisted of a rather sterile 

group of federal ministers and academic scientists. SUch a 

composition was inadequate to guide the very wide area of 

scientific and i.ndustrial research. It vias innefective. Associate 

Committees and liaisons ~~th other Government departments proved 

to be much more efficient vehicles for the broad government 

expectations for basic and industrially applied scientific 

research. 

i'lith the appointment of McNaughton as President the 

emphasis of dependence on other Government departments for research 

project suggestions increased. This ,·ras partially due to the 

recently augmented canB,city for laboratory research but was also 

a result of the r~ar of imnending war and the concommitant need 

for peak ~ndustrial efficiency and production# Basic to this 

efficiency, of course, were the results of contemDora~r scientific 

research. At this point a brief review of certain key researches 

and a descrintion of their affiliation with industry and Govern-

Excluded from this discussion is atomic research which has been 

reserved for a separate chapter. 

In September of 1937 an Associate Committee on Metallic 

MagnesiQ~ was formed to investigate the possible ~ethods Qy 

which this metal could be produced in Canada. Members came from 

the Department of National Defence, the Depar":ment of Mines and 

Resources and the ~mc. Even at this early date, Defence had 

become involved, indeed instigated the formation of this 

Committee, because supplies of metallic magnesium would be 

crucial in a 'rrar.
lO 

Magnesia was used for refractories to be employed 

in metallurgical industries~ and metallic magnesium ~as used 



12 
to build sMall, light airplane parts. In 1937 one half of the 

small 27,000 ton annual world production of magnesium came from 

Germany,13 while the mining of a pure carbon magnesite was 

limited to Austria, Greece, India, and Turkey.14 None of these 

sources could be reliab~ secured by any countries in the 

western world during a war' emergency. Magnesite to be used 

to line steel furnaces for refining metals and obtaining nitrog'-

enough and other by-products, was vital to Britain, Canada, and 

the United states. Magnesium could be extracted from magnesite, 

carnallite, and dolomite.15 The latter was found in Canada 

6e 

and needed only a process by which the magnesite could be extracted. 

Scientists at the ~mc duly developed the Pidgeon process and a 

group of private industrialists formed Dominion Magnesium Limited 

in late 1940. The United states adopted this process in Janu~~ 

of 1942 and in April of that year Canada's private producer 

was taken over by the Wartime Metals Corporation, a crown comnany 

established by the Department of Munitions and supply.16 

- -The f"act--th&t the-A SSGG~-a te-Gemm.'i-ttee- en Me-t--al~~e 

Magnesium '<las ultimately turned to use by a Government de"Oartment 

concerned ,<lith munitions production was less than unique. 

However, turning to a simplistic condemnation (or adulation) of 

these departments because of these occurrences, or making these 

occurrences seem inevitable would leave an inadequate under-

standing of circumstances. The ~mc was never an indep~ndent 

body, cut off from other Government ctepartments or their accomp-

anyin~ policies, the pulses of industrial production and 

technolog:'T, nor t:ce pressure of international relations. Equally, 
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this major scipnce organization was not a pliant toy to be shaped 

by the "lhim of various departments. The paths of its research, 

as much as the tynes of industrial produce in Cane.da, v:ere 

shaped by the ve~r basic attitudes to.~rds natural resources and 

economic develonment which had first given rise to the formation 

of the Commission of Conservation in the very peaceful year of 

1090. With these at~itudes, or values, the path of scientific 

research in Canada >-ras left open to exploitation in time of viaI' 

or peace. The science policy contained no restraints nor any 

discrimination against the development of natural resources for 

industrial use. 

''lork which ,'las undertaken durinfS peacetime was adanted to 

war use. This was the case "lith the Associate Committee on 

Survey T·'Jork Ttihich had been formed in early 1933 and carried out 

research on mapping methoris, photogranhy, and development of 

precise survey instruments. Though it became inactive early in 

the war, continued inquiries into aerial photography .... Iere u..Ylder-

t-ak-€ffl·· jo"ii'lt-ly -by-the -0f7tiesL-abElratery-o-f-the- Bi-vis--i:on -o-f -Physi-cs . 

and Electrical Engineering and the Photogranhic section of the 

R.C .A.F.. Work on survey instruments >·ras adjusted by the 

Metrolo~r Laboratories to new precision military instrQ~ents 
17 

such as range fi~ders, position finders, and clinometers. 

other new precision milita~r instruments, developed by 

the Associate Committee on Radio Research, included cathode ray 

direction finders and cathode ray air comnasses .18 These ,·rere 

used in battle to find the opponent's position. Major-General 

A.G.L. ~cNau~hton and Colanel W.A. Steel had patented the ~ethod 



of using a cathode-ray oscilloscope for direction-finding as 

ear~ as 1926. It was this work that Dr. Henderson and his 

associates fUrthered, first with the collaboration of the Air 

Minist~J in Britain on March, 1939 and then in september at the 

request of the Army and the Chief of Staff of the Department of 

National Defence.19 

The culminating research on RDF (Radio Direction Finding) 

or as it is now commonly called, radar, was top secret. After 

a nreliminary dispute between the scientists, Sir Hen~ Tizard 
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and E.A. Lindemann in Britain, the hi'<h priority of radar research 

was established. 20 While the Tizard Commission had no financial 

restraints, Canada's federal government refused the NRC the 

necessary extra funding for OiTer a year.21 However, by October 

of 1910, only six months after this funding was granted, the 

decision was made to begin production of RDF equipment at the 

recent~ created crown corporation, Research Enterprises Limited.
22 

A great deal more work was undertaken involving munitions 

was cyclonite or RDX (Research Department Explosives) a new 

synthesis which '-las developed by Dr. J .H. Ross at HcGi1l 

University and financed by the NRC. Both Britain and the United 

states wanted to use this neltl~ available explosive and large-

scale production began at Shawinigan Che~cals Limited in July 
23 

of 1942. Though an Associate Committee on Explosives was 

formed in 1942 there 'vas little i'fork for it to do 24 since an 

Advisory Committee of Industrial Chemists, formed in December 

of 1939 and headed by Dr. otto Maas, had already co-ordinated 



most of the work. Indeed this com~ittee had been Dreceded bv a 

meeting of the heads of industrial chemical research o~ganizations 

convened by the NRC to plan cooperation bebreen Q:ovprnment 

25 laboratories and industrial research. 
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other work centred on ballistics and fire control~ including 

the testing of gauges, and the develoDment of the nroxiw~ty 

fuse (which was the most effective weapon in deflecting the V-I 

bombardment of London). Research on chemical ,.arfare played a 

large role ,dth a joint British-Ganadian Experim.ental Station 

located in the vast, arid, unpopulated expanse of Suffield, 

Alberta. Only here could experL'1'.ental gases be tested "Ii thout 

danger of harmin~ Allied civilian9. Worth noting is the fact 

that this area had been homestea.ded and put into wheat production 

two decades earlier e The land" however, had been a,bandoned ;-rhen 

26 cereal crop failures occurred. Defensive work "ras also under-

taken against mines, magnetic and acoustic, against acoustic 

torpedoes, and also on a method of detecting the presence of 

and motion sickness waich had cut down the efficiency of air 

force pilots. vlhile Dr. Frederick Banting is famed as a discoverer 

of insulin, his primaF.f interest was medical aviation research. 

He was on a flight to England to discuss this subject when he 

died in an airplane ~rash. 

Alexander Fleming, a cohort of Dr. Banting's, discovered 

penicillin while he was involved in medical research for war. 

The production of this drug was undertaken by the govern.'l1ent after 

a recommenda.tion by the NRC Sub-Committee on Infections in 



JanuarJ, 1943 and the first penicillin nroduced was used by the 

armed forces against staphylococcal infections. 27 

Like penicillin, synthetic rubber was a war commodity 

, ... hich continued to be extensively used afterwards. Canada's 

consDmntion of rubber had leapt fO~'lard 1\rith the outbreak of 

hostilities. Seventy-five" per cent of this was used on militar,r 

vehicles. The Japanese advance into south-east Asia effectively 
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cut off the Allied suppl,y of rubber. ~vith this urJ!,ent situation 

a cooperative research group was formed in March, 1942 involving 

the ~mc, the federal Department of Agriculture and the University 

28 
of Toronto. 

Experiments showed that butadiene, derived from petroleum 

or alcohol, was a key ingredient in the production of synthetic 

rubber. And alcohol, in turn, could be derived from grain. 

Consequently, the Associate Committee on Grain Research, begun 

in 1940, became involved as did the University of Alberta.29 

After innumerable separate investigations scientists found that 

but7lene glycol, six pounds of alcohol, and seventeen recoverable 

nounds of feed for livestock. The wheat necessar.7 to this pro-

duction Was easi~v available since shipping shortages had resulted 

. 1 30 l.n a surp us. 

With these promising resea.rch results preparation for 

production was quickly made. Polymer Corporation Limited, a 

crown company under the aegis of the Department of Munitions 

and Supplies, was created in February of 1942. Its purPose -

to construct and onerate a syrnthetic rubber plant - was achieved 
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by september, 1943 in Sarnia, Ontario.3l 

DUring this war, science resources "rere mobilized by 

various parties. SometL~es requests from the United states 

(to the Wartime Metals Corporation for instance) or Great Britain 

spurred on Canadian research activity in new areas. Sometimes 

the initiative came from the NRC, at others from the Department 

of National Defence. The specially created Department of Munitions 

and SUpplies, as a co-ordinating agent, often saw the need for 

production of given items and then urged indust~J, the NRC, and 

universities to conduct the required prelimina.ry investi.gations.32 

Another defence agency that attempted to centralize and co-ordinate 

specific researches was the Army Technical Development Board, 

formed in the spring of 1942 and headed by an industrialist, 

Ja.~es E. Hahn. its he explained, 

Through the Board, the Army Directorates, the 
National Research Council and their Develonment 
Agencies, we organized and harnessed the entire 
engineering, industrial, research, and technical 
facilities of Canada from coast to coast to 
cooperate in the great task of providing our 
troops-with ne\'i -,'fea1Jons- and -in recittd.ng-the 
disnarity in equinment that existed at the out
break of war betvreen ourselves aYJ.d our enenw. 

33 
In his autobiogranhy, Hahn refers to one project which 

involved the construction of landing fields of ice, each 1'lith 

its own refrigeration ff.Vstem. These lozenges of ice, as 

Churchill referred to them, were to be 5,000 feet by 2,000 feet 

bt 100 feet and were intended for use on the coast of NorNay 

as fight covers, and also as landing fields for small aircraft. 

An official request to the Canadian Government from the British 

Government 1'ms WAde on January 11, 1943 for the li.l1dertaking of 
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this project)4 Canada ivas chosen solely for its northern climate, 

apparently under the assumntion that engineers had mere~ to 

chon the specified areas of ice from large ice flows, just a.s a 

dressmaker cuts a pa.ttern from cloth. This, of course, was not 

possible and despite continued pressure from Britain to keep the 

research on a top priority· level, investigations ceased within a 

year. 

The project ,vas conceived by an eccentric English inventor 

named Geoffrey Pyke who obtained, first,Lord Mountbatten's and 

then Sir ltlinston' Churchill I s attention "lith his lengthy report 

on a scheme called Habakkuk. The name, ironically, was derived 

from the Old Testament book of Habakkuk i.5: For I '~ll work 

a work in your days, 'tlhich ye will not believe, thou,g;h it be 

told ~rou}5 This description, though its use by Pyke ''fas out of 

context, "[Quld have been T'lore anpropriate if 2.t tached to the 

feverish research on atomic fission. 



IX 

ATOMIC RESF.,ARCH 

Immediately after cessation of hostilities in 1945 the 

American, Canadian, and British, amon~ others, began to discuss 

the need for international control of atomic weapons. Their 

aim was to ensure safety. To this end the Washington Declaration 

was signed on December 15, 1945 ~ President Truman, Prime 

Minister Attlee, and Prime ~inister Mackenzie King. It led to 

the establish.'n.ent of the United Nations Atomic Energy- COTIunission. l 

The fear at this time centred on 1~despread use of atomic bombs 

in warfare. Attempts to arrest such a possibility came from 

scientists as well as noliticians. Albert Einstein7 for exa~nle7 

had organized the Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists under 

which he campaigned for a one million dollar education fund, lito 

ensure that atomic energy '~ll be used for the benefit of mankind 

and -n0t-f'o~ h1:H!l.anity-r s-as5"&I'1tetien. 1J -He s-aid- tha-t- internacM::onal 

control of atomic energy and, ulti~ately, the elimination of war 

were th 1 th d f f d · . '1' t· 2 e on y sure me 0 5 0 sa eguar lng ClVl lza lon o 

To assume, or even to hope, that war could be eliminated 

with a quick education urogram (or controlled through international 

legislation) merely because of the existence of the atomic weapons 

indicates the general paucity of critical acumen regarding atomic 

ener~T develonments. The trend of thought was: fear would lead 

to the elimination of war; atomic energy- as a power source .... lOuld 

benefit a peaceful, though ener~r-hun~, population. 
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Of course, not ever;;'one was so naive. A French physicist, 

Professor P. Auger, \·rho i-TOrked in both Britain and Canada during 

wwrI and ''lho thus collaborated on the American bomb project, went 

on record after the war as saying: 

••• asking to outla.w the atomic weapon alone, 
and not outlaw at the same time the mass 
bombardments for instance has, in my oninion, 
no meanin~ at all. 3 

His objection was a sound one for by it the ridiculousness of 

instituting control of atomic energy solely from fear of this 

powerful munitions product, rather than from an objection to 

the essence of the bomb as a weanon among others, is underscored. 

On the other hand, if Auger was sincere in his use of this 

pacifist argument his statement contains the seed of hypocris.r. 

For, since he had been deeply involyed in aiding atomic research 

his actions lacked the crucial reinforcing pillar of moral 

resronsibility. Auger was inyolyed in research relating more 

to atomic nO'Ttrer than atornic i'reapons but all research on atomic 

energy was potentially useful in the creation of ataMic weapons. 

Thus, desnite whether he (or a~yone else) distinguished between the 

applications of atomic energ:r, finding one more legitirnate than 

the other i'las ilwa terial. 

No pretense of pacifism 1-ras made by the Canadian govern-

mente The official Canadian statement on atomic research and 

develoFment was issued by the Honourable C.D. Hovle, Minister of 

Munitions and SUpply and Reconstruction, on August 13, 1945. 

He first acknow-ledged that the dro"!lping of atomic bombs I'ras the 

cuLuination of the most extensive financial and scientific effort 



ever directed towards the attainment of ohe new weapon. Next 

he oroudly noted the role Canada had played through the organ-

ization of the NRC and the use of "basic materials, good water 

supplies, and isolated sites ,-rell suited to the work." He 

ended these remarks by concluding that due to this involvement 

Canada '!,'las now able to be a pioneer in an important new field 

of technology. 4 His focus rested on this point. The war ''fas 

over. Canada was on the wirming side both militarily and 
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technologically. Qualitatively, atomic i-reapons and atomic 

power "rere equal. No difference existed beti'ieen the desirability 

of their development so long as Canada was able to play a ma,jor 

role. In this sense, atomc power develonment '-Tas ranked along 

with penicillin and synthetic rubber, each of wnich began as 

Canadian produced i-lar c01'1!llodi ties but remained useful afteM-rards ~ 

Unlike these latter hro commodities, however, the 

pursuance of atomic technology led to the encroachment of the 

public sector on private indust~f. Due to the scientific 

- 9013n-ist'lea-ti-ol"l ami -the- S9GI'eey inv04Neciin the -r-e£€aI'sh, -k-ey 

political officials lost some of their decision-making suprema~r. 

Though science institutions had previously been given a high 

degree of adr.1inistrative independence, it ,.,ras atomic research 

which completely removed scientific research and develonment from 

parliamentarJ control. 

Uraniu."Il, as an element ,.,rith high radioactive properties, 

vlaS the single most iIl'nortant raw material necessary for atomic 

research and weapon production. The major sources of uranium 

were in the Belgian Congo and Canada. In the ear~y staRes of 



experimentation, 1940 and 1941, only small amounts of uranium 

oxide '\-vere needed for research purposes. Consequently, there was 

little concern ~nth future sources of supply. In Britain, the 

]1aud Committee borrowed an adequate amount from an English firm 

of selling agents and Tube inloys (Cavendish Laboratories) 

ano~nnous~ bought two tons of uranium oxide through the NRC in 

late 1941.
5 

Dr. George C. Laurence, who began the first atomic 

researches in Canana at the NRC in March of 1940, required 

similar amounts. Both countries made their purchases from the 

Eldorado Mining and Refining Co. which was directed by Gilbert 

LaBine. Though the mining onerations from Great Bear Lake had 

been shut do~~ in July of 1940, a refinery at port Hope, Ontario 

(the only one in North Americal remained in oneration. It was 

° 6 upon this stockpile that the British and Canadlans depended. 
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However, by 1942 both the British and Americans realized that large 

supplies of uraniu.m oxide ioiould have to be secured if large-scale 

production of atomic weapons i'laS to be undertaken. 

over sources of supplies, in spite of earlier scientific col-

laboration. The chase for supplies soon came to Canada. After 

gaining control of numerous low-grade uranium minin,g; properties 

in other countries, the British decided that their own demands 

could be met from Eldorado. Together the D.S.I.R~, the Treasury, 

and Sir John Anderson's office of the Home Secretary decided 

that either control of this company or of its out-put and price 

should be gained. 7 In June of 191.2 this sug,gestion was taken 

to Prime Ninister Mackenzie King, "",ho after conSUltation ,<lith 
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Dr. Mackenzie and C. n,. Hm-re, agreed tha.t Howe should quietly 

acquire the majority of shares. vlhile no other people ,.,ere to 

be told of the transaction, Mackenzie Kin~ did sticulate that 

the Americans should be advised in advance and informed that the 

action was in compliance with the ~dshes of the British Government.
8 

The Americans, who· had cornered the supply of Eldorado1s 

" only major comnetitor, the Union Miniere of the Belgian Congo, 

had meanwhile concluded that despite possession of these large 

quantities sixty tons of oxide should be ordered from Eldorado 

to ensure the reopening of the mine in 1942.9 Difficulty in 

securing a majority of shares in Eldorado had brought Ho;.re's 

efforts for government control to a tempora~ standstill.
lO 

The American order amounted to the total annual production of 

Eldorado.. Thus, the British orders ,.,ere not met" having been 

diverted to the Americans. 

American attem]lts to corner the Canadian supply of a 

refined material necessary to the industrial production of an 

atomic -weapol"l-wel"e ~epeated. "Iithdeute:r'ium oxide (-D:20}, otherwise 

known as heaVJT water. Theoretically, this substance appeared to 

be a superior moderator to the pure calcined petroleum coke (a 

form of carbon used in the manufacture of graphite) which both 

the Canadians and Americans used in atomic piles. In the late 

1930's, Norway had pioneered a modest production of heavy water. 

But this Norsk HYdro Electric plant had been in Nazi hands since 

mid-1940. As a result, the Americans looked to producing their 

own heavy water. 

From a study conducted by Professor H.S. Taylor of 



Princeton University in the summer of 1941, American e;:res focused 

on the Consolidated Mining a.nd Smelting Company of Trail, British 

columbia for production of heavy water. This company was pro

ducing electrolytic ~rdrogen in the manufacture of ammonia and 

was North America's largest producer of such hydrogen. Professor 

Taylor's study proposed that the heavy water, which constituted 

150 parts per million of the produced electrolytic hydrogen, 
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could be extracted ,v.Lthout substantially altering the rate of 

manufacture of ammonia. In June of 1942 a contract was duly 

negotiated beti-reen the American government and this private 

Canadian company. Dr. C.J. Mackenzie of the ~mc accidentally 

learned of this transaction in late August, 1942. No American 

representative had given official notification of the Consolidated 

Mining contract to ottawa despite the niilitary importance of 

the transaction. Upon Mackenzie's discovery, such a representative 

was required to discuss patents of the proposed process ~nth 

the Canadian government.l1 This act was only a curt nod by the 

_ Amecican government- to- the formali tie s_ of _ Canadian law_ and the 

sovereignty of the count~r. Both the Canadian supply of 

uranium oxide and the new supply of heaT,f ''later became the 

exported property of the American government and were distributed 

at their discretion. 

In the case of Eldorado, the company eventually was 

taken over as a crown corporation by the Department of Munitions 

and Supply. Though this v-las an emergency war act Prime Minister 

Mackenzie King indicated in his diary that he realized, n ••• it 

was L~ortant to keep an~~hing of the kind away from the enemy 
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in the post-war period." This statement bespoke the effect that 

atomic developments were to have on the involved industries for 

years to come. No official cessation of wa.r could dissolve 

govern~ent control. Originally the government control had come 

at British instigation and ,\faS a resnonse to international 

hostilities as well as to international scientific and techno-

logical develonments. 

The takeover of Consolidated Mining and Smelting left 

the comnany's American contract intact and similar to that of 

Eldorado. The heavy water produced was potentially crucial to 

the outcome of war. Both the Canadian and British governments 

acknowledged that control of this nroduct should therefore not 

fall to that of a foreign government or to private hands. Though 

Consolidated Mining; a.nd Smelting beca.me a crown comnany;; hovTever;; 

the American government continued to command the production 

output. 

The ve~r method of production of heavy .. later at Trail 

"f-a.-s~u.il t UPGl'l- sc'ientiJ''icand tecAAolog'icalprocesses -which 

were older than the atomic military technology. For here the 

Fauser (Italian) variation of the Haber-Bosch nrocess was used 

to produce synthetic ammonia.13 This production of ~rnthetic 

fertilizers was, as earlier explained, an imnortant technolo~ical 

development dating from 1913 and remained of great significance 

to potential munitions production. Without use of this electro-

lytic process in \'l"hich quantities of hydrogen \'lere produced, 

manufacture of heavy water would not have been nossible. At the 

same time, the Canadian team of atomic scientists were in need 
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of more heavy water in order to continue their purposeful theoretical, 

or basic, researches. Thus international technologies, theoretical 

scientific researches, and the competition of war all merged 

in an interdeuendence 1-Thich resulted in the continuous govern-

ment control of two previously privatel,y mmed comnanies. 

The extension of public o~~ership culminated in the 

construction of a uranium-heavy water pilot plant near Chalk 

River ~f August 19, 194k. This project contained elements Qy 

now· familiar to the course of government affilia.ted scientific 

and industrial development in Canada. Planning took place under 

the authority of the President of the ~ffiC and the Minister of 

the Department of Munitions and SUpply. Thus both the members 

of the major government science organization and military 

officials i·rorked together.. A key ingredient to the future 

develonment of atomic ener~r, both as a munitions commodity and 

a future sou!'ce of pm"er, this pilot plant vms to house the 

newest and most important technology of the era. Of immediate 

import -vIas- ~he mi1.i taryus€ Hhieh held the interes-& of' beth -tl"le 

Americans and the British. The formal co-ordinati':m bet'iteen 

these countries for the develonment of the nroject nlaced 

inte~national tensions and constraints upon it. During the 

war Canada was the least politically important COunt~T involved 

in the project, being included only because of geographic 

location >-Thich afforded a large supply of fresh ".rater, low 

population level in the district selected, and equal nroximity 

to the United states and to Britain o Finally, the intrusion of 

private industrial interests into the international political 



collaboration marred this Allied discourse and focused some 

attention on the grasning economic use to which the atomic 

research and technology would be harnessed at the end of the 

war. 

Of the three countries involved, Canada was the most 

nolitically insignificant in the Allied atomic research effort. 

Co-ordination began with the transfer from Britain of the 

Cambridge heavy ~-rater team on September 24, 19l..2. Headed by 

Dr. Hans Halban, the team of scientists remained on the British 

payroll while workin~ in an otheTI~~se Canadian financed laboratory. 

Their Montreal location had been chosen only after proposals to 

locate the team in the United states had been turned do~m for 

political and security reasons. In fact, American scientists 

were consulted on the Tube Alloy transfer to Canada before 

. d II Dr. Mackenzle an C.D. Howe. 

~fuile Dr. J.fackenzie expressed his enthusia.sm at the 

technological opportunity which Canadien involvement in this 

sibility of assuring Gordon Munro, Deputy High Commissioner 

for the United Kingdom in Canada, that the government's approval 

would be given.15 This approval was acquired but since Howe 

disapproved of telling his colleagues, political officials, 

including the Prime Minister, remained uninformed of the details 

and significance of this colla.boration. 

The follol-ling year Churchill and Roosevelt, as v;ell as 

British and ~~erican Chiefs of Staff, met for the Quebec 

Conference from August 17 to 24. Just before the conference 



got Ql1deTIvay a formCll British and Canadicln conference was held. 

"I shall have throu~houtll, said Mackenzie King in anticination, 

lito maintain with care and due deference our Ci·m position as a 

countr'J in no way subordinate to Britain in any aspect of its 

d t · f" ff' 11
16 R d" t" h omes 1C or _ore1gn a a1rs. egar lng a omlC rosearc" 

this aim was not realized.' How could it be when the Canadian 

Prime Minister was so poorly inforw~d about the nature and 

potential of atomic power that he found it analogous to William 

James' explanation of the pov-ier of the mind that comes from 

tapping deeper sources of energy? Instead of tri-partite 

negotiations on atomic research the Lord President of the Council 

of the United Kingdom Government, Sir John Anderson, told 

Mackenzie King on August 8, 1943 that an agreement had been 

reached which both Churchill and Roosevelt were expected to 

sign. Canada was made a party to this development sirroly 

because uranium and heavy "rater supplies viere located here.17 

1ihen Churchill met with Mackenzie King two days later and 

5€cured- agreement te his pro~0sal that -G .D-.Hol,·.,..e- be theons 

Canadian member of a British, American and Canadian combined 

1 · Ott 18 po lCY comml ee the subordinate position of Canada to 

Britain and the United states was finalized. Little T~ronder 

should escane then at the exclusion of Cana.da from the Quebec 

Agreement of August 19, 1943 which ~overned collaboration 

between British and American authorities in the matter of 

19 Tube Alloys. 

The tenets of the Quebec Agreement contained bolO major 

stipulations: guarantees of allied secrecy regarding use of and 
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information about atomic pOvier 1'rere tabled first; recognition 

of the American claim to lIany post-.. mr advantages of an industrial 

or cormnercial character", except as conceded by the President 

of the United states to the Prime Minister of Britain followed 

the previous military considerations. Each stipulation .. ras 

of great importance. vlhile the military collaboration which 

ended with participation in Canada has been considered, the 

effects of industrial interests on atomic research developments 

were also of consequence and must be explored. 

A large flaw in the develonment of science policy and one 

which had a serious detrimental effect on collaboration with 

the Americans was the intrusion of private indust~r into the 

research, development, and production of atomic energr. Though 

the American. government relied heavily on the American duPont 

to fill its needs in association with the atomic industry, it 

raised objections to the involvement of the British Chemical 

Industries (I.C.I.). For, the members of the 'rube ft.lloys 

pI"0j-eet, mest-ef whGm had-seen t1"ans£e-Fred to Ca.naEia, -ma.i-ntained 

strong connections \~th I.C.I. These connections thus reached 

deep ~~thin the Canadian atomic projects. Dr. Wallace Akers, 

former Research Director of I.C.I. headed the Tube Alloys 

project and was consequently the official liaison figure for the 

joint Anglo-American project. His assistant, Michael Perrin, 

was seconded from an I.C.I. position which had been of equivalent 

status. Dr. Hans Halban, a native of France lArho fled to Britain, 

headed the Montreal laboratory in 1943. He had set up such 

strong I.C.I. ties ~~th Akers and other employed engineers that 
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these men were kept posted on certain Canadian develonments while 

the scientists at Montreal ;.rere left uninformed. 20 Also, in 

1914 he had negotiated with I.C.I. to make use of his French 

patents on nuclear energy' and had agreed to join the cornoration. 

This proposition had been vetoed by the British Defence Panel 

in September of 1941 but the memo~! of cooperation remained. 21 

Development of the joint project to build an atomic 

bomb remained at a virtue 1 standstill as the Montreal team stayed 

aimless even after the Quebec Conference. The Americans had 

s6 

surpassed the British and Canadian effort, to be sure, but this 

did not alone explain their reluctance to \·rork with the conglom

eration of Montreal scientists. Onl~ on September 12, 1943, while 

on a visit to NashinP'ton, was it revealerl to Dr. C.J. Mackenzie 

that the Americans objected to the extensive I.C.1. penetration 

of the British and Canadian teams. 22 General Lesley R. Groves, 

military director of the American atomic bomb project wrote 

thf'-t,: -uAkers might well be influenced by an undue regard for 

possible post.war -commercial advantages for th~Bri_tish when 

speaking of interchange information. n23 Such were American 

concerns. Changes were quickly made to ease their fears, with 

Akers being replaced by Dr. James Chad\~ck and Halbants partisan 

and autocratic conduct being cu::-bed through the operation of a 

Technical Committee of the Montreal Laboratories. 

From this point collaboration progressed i~th decisions 

being taken regardin~ construction of the Chalk River facilities. 

Designed and built by Defense Industries Ltd., a government 

owned subsidia~J of Canadian Industries Limited (C.I.L.), the 
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k~ staff for the project were emnloyees of this parent corporatlon. 

C.T.L., however, WE.S in turn a subsidia~ of the British T.C.r •• 

The odd fact here is that though the link was well knovm no 

objection to the further involvement of this company was raised 

by the Americans e Perplexity tends to dissolve, hov;ever, once 

one learns that c.reL.'was o also a subsidiary of duPont Limited.25 

Though the financial interest of duPont in this venture must 

re~ain conjectural the likelihood of conveniently combined 

interests in C.I.L. involvement in the Chalk River project should 

be considered. If this shoul prove to be true then some light 

may be shed on the factors which composed science policy in 

Canada. For not only in terms of a source of supplies, such 

as uranium oxide, heavy water, and quantities of fresh water, or 

convenient ,geogranhic location, or mili taI"J alliance "JOuld 

Canada have been useful and °Nould her involvement in scientific 

projects have been of use to certain other countries. As with 

the international flOTH of scientific information, of technological 

develonments, and national ho-stili ties, the international flow 

of business would have overtaken attempts by the Canadian 

government to shape a scie!!.ce nolicy regarding nuclear develop-

ments. 

The exact manner in i'rhich business pervaded goverrnnent 

poli~ appears oblique. For, in taking on contracts for the 

American heavy water and plutonium projects, duPont stated that 

no profits ,'rere desired and no patent rights viere expected. All 

26 
that was asked for was reimbursement of expenses. yet 

negotiations in the Quebec Agreement, the confession of General 
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Groves and the objection to Akers which Roosevelt related to 

Dr. Mackenzie all indicate that business interests played an 

27 
important role in joint An~lo, American, and Canadian collaboration. 

All of these attempts to sai'eguard American industry emanate 

from the government. This can onl;jr indicate that the military 

and political authorities in t'he United states were closely 

associated with industrial and business interests. Unfortunately 

one cannot deduce \·rhich first set out to court the other. 

Despite this shortcoming we can see that the militarJr, political 

and business associations had their effect on the progress of 

the Canadian based project, just as did the similar British 

associations. 

The conclusion that must be reached is that the government 

of Canada, as represented by the ~mc and the Department of 

Munitions and Supply, through Dr. Mackenzie and C.D. Howe, 

became involved in atomic research in order that the count~,r 

would be on the Hinning side militarily, technolorically, and 

indus-triaB.:y. ... These-aims -were achieved- but not- by this countr.f 

alone. In the process Canada, as a distinct natio~al entity, 

was overrun politically and (in limited areas) geo~raphically, 

as a source for specific raw and refined materials, and as a 

location for the pursuance of foreign business interests. The 

aim of advancing the level of scientific research and industrial 

development in Canada proved to be a science policy which also 

aided the ~ilitary and technological interests of Britain and 

the United states. 

, -
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CONCLUSION 

The Lamontagne Commission's perplexity over the failure 

of the federal government to implement a co-ordinated science 

program to aid the national unity of the country begins to 

disperse as we emerge from this study. The internationality 

of political relations, the unrestrained pursuit of basic 

scientific research to develop natural resources, and the 

competition for the most advanced industrial processes to be 

used in the development of those resources were all combined in 

the formation of Canada's national science polic.r. 

In the first period, 1910 to 1920, the determination of 

the founders of Canada's two national science organizations 

to Itpromote the economic utilization of resources It and to 

work to'tolards "the conversion of our natural resources into 

developed wealth ••• through--the appl-ica-tiol"l. to- themot' science 

of the most highly advanced t;ype ll characterized the aim of 

national science policy. These aims, which were considered 

by Clifford Sifton to be "universally commended as essential 

to the highest degree of national welfare" .. rere at tL>nes less 

than beneficial to the groups of affected citizens. As was 

shmm, prairie farmers often experienced the loss of land and 

homes as bountiful crODS failed to materialize. To these 

people, the inability to fill virtual~v insatiable market 

demands bespoke much more than the d~r figures cited on financial 



loss. Though indust~f brought some employment, the residents of 

SUdburf, Ontario and Trail, British Columbia suffered from 

the noxious and unhealthy sulphur pollution which accompanied 

it. 

During each of the two periods considered a world war 

shook the balance of the western world. In the First World 

War the realization by Britain and Canada that many supplies 

unon which they had come to depend 'ltIOuld be unobtainable was 

a catalyst to the formation of science research organizations 

in the Commonwealth. Thus, in Britain the DSIR, and in Canada 

the NRC were formed. The first concern of the NRC was education 

of scientists in Canada to staff the organization and associated 

industries. Then came the construction of laboratories. These 

aims were compatible with the general policy to develop natural 

resources and to aid the grovrth of industry- in Canada. 

Desnite the unity of aims between Canada's asniration 

for develonment and the need for a science organization made 

-evia.~nt -oy -the Fi-rst World- War, E c-oncentual f1aw marred the 
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success of the science policy goals. The flaw was an over

simplification which vms evident in the name of the Honorary Advisory 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. It was con-

spicuous in the inability of the Council to ingratiate industrial 

scientists with the academic members. This "Tas the case in 

Britain as we1l as in Canada. For, rival industrial interests 

are not national in scope but international. Their business 

of profit-making knows no patriotism that is not financial~, 

or at least technologically, advantageous. And, to them, whether 
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products are for use in war or peace is irrelevant. Government 

sponsored science is a~activity which is distinct from that of 

private indust~r. While one can easily see how industry would 

benefit from free access to the xovernmentts scientific research 

results, how' government and citizens would benefit from this 

essentially international -industry is much more difficult to 

understand. The flaw in the science policy is found in the 

assumption by the government that it could both direct and 

benefit from the industrial development which would be encouraged 

through its scientific aid. 

The superficial thinking regarding the uniting of 

science and industry tended to be hidden by the rush of science 

activities precipitated by war. For, during hostilities, the 

concentrated effort towards mobilization of indust~f for manitions 

production tended tmvards the harmonious blending of government 

and industrial forces. In Niagara Falls, the American CYanamid 

ComDan~r transferred to production of explosives in 1916. A new 

eompe-ci-tor, in t-he form of a-company and an· engineeri-ng process, 

appeared in the nickel industry when the British government 

gave financial support to the British American Nickel corporation. 

The electric arc and the HYbinette processes, key technological 

advancements which allowed increased production, were the basis 

from which the demand for munitions permitted both this real-

ization and the profit. Both the chemical and metallurgical 

industries enlarged their production capacity and financial 

value. Canada, on the other hand, had access to some of the 

technology and production capacities necessary to fighting a 



modern war. 

Yet, even ,'lith the expansion of these industries the 

tension between the goals of government and industry persisted. 

International Nickel, perhaps because it was a foreign-owned 

company, refused to app~v patriotic loyalties to the sale of its 

products. Though the refinery of its nickel was moved from 

New Jersey to Port Co1borne the purpose of keeping ore mined in 

Canada .'Ii thin the countr;r and under the control of Canadian 

authorities was not the reason for relocation. Rather, a 

technological advancement involving replacement of the Orford 

process for that of HYbinette's, which included the need for 

large quantities of cheap electric power, provided the motive. 

The deve10nment of Canadian hydro power became a natural 

resource crucial to other industries. Despite attemftts by 

the Commission of Conservation to nreserve this natural resource 

for use in Canada conditions necessary to the exnedient 

production of munitions brought interference from the solicitor

GeneraL. -Ftrdro 'Om.,e1' was diverted -for USB in the -United 

states. In each of the cases cited the pressures of war 

brought the expansion of industry in Canada but the inability t 

of the government to control the use of each natural resource 

product was also evident. 

The mechanisation of war was much ~ore sonhisticated by 

the Second r,'lor1d War. Trlith the NR Laboratories no,,! nroper1y 

established and staffed by Canadian educated scientists federal 

govern'J1ent involvement in scientific research relevant to mobil

ization reached a new hei?ht. Products from ~rnthetic rubber 
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to magnesium., uranimn, 2..nd hea~J water ca.me into manufacture. 

The extended .. reb of government sponsored industria.l production 

was res"Consible for a great deal of the development. It was 

also' aided by the ne,·, administrative technique of Associate 

Committees ",hich facilitated the direct though informal 

particination of industrial scientists and businessmen vrithin 

Canada's national science organization-. The fact that federal 

government scientists acted as direct liaisons to industrialists 

\-laS 2.ptly portrayed in Presid.ent McNaughton's trip to Britain 

in 1939 ~~th members of the Canadian Manufacturers Association. 

The scientific develonment of certain major technologies 

during \~NII necessitated the exclusion of related industries 

from prive.te mmership. Thus, Consolidated Mining and Smelting, 

i·;hieh nroduced heavy "'trater, and Eldorado Mining, the extractor 

and refiner of ura~iu.rn, became crown comnanies. The Chalk 

River plant, where Canada's first nuclear reactor was built and 

operated, ~~s in govern~ent hands from the outset. But though 

the -industrie-s "\-·,hien used -these advanced technologies and whi-ch 

produced the militarily valuable and potentially dangerous 

products came under the wing of the federal government the 

protective value of this officiator "TaS, and is, dubious. For, 

as has been shown, the political control of natural resource 

industries has been minimal. 

Beside Prime Hinister Mackenzie King's very naive 

conception of a.tomic po",er \-rere the virtually unregulated 

defence departments and the structurally independent NRC. Each 

of these \'TaS undeviatingly motivated towards further scientific 
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and tecr~ological development as they related to munitions and 

natural resource industrial nroduction. Munitions production in 

turn 1~S close~y influenced by international political relations 

and, to be efficient, had to keep abreast of all pertinent 

technological advances. Like,'rise, the scientific research 

conducted by the NRC for the express purpose of industrial 

development had to include the study of areas related to new 

technological processes. As i're saw in the example of atomic 

research and technology, military and industrial interests 

cohabite 1dthin one technology. 

The pursuit of scientific research is irredeemably 

connected to technolo~T. In the periods studied, industrial 

manufacture and munitions production were both linked through 

technology. Since the means of relating gove~~ent scientific 

research to industry had not been adequately considered in the 

original formation of nationcl science policy political control 

was soon lost. pressures of industrial competition over mass 

marKets- an-d demands for munition products in -the faee of 

international hostilities quickly relegated science researchers 

to servant status and i'~enched all vestiges of political 

control over science policy from elected members of the federal 

government. 

The several reasons which swept a.-ra::! the quandar;:r over 

the cause of Ca...l1ada t s national science policy· failure have left 
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us with an even greater problem. R01rr can 't,e ever erect a sound 

science policy structure in Canada 1'lhich giYes Canadians political 

control over the various science related activities being carried 
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out in Canada? Can it be done? The c~:)Jnplex interweaving of 

the results of scientific research which are applied as technology 

to be used in industrial manufacture, possib~v in the direct 

production of munition products, form a system of development 

which is international in scope. All of these pressures shape 

the effective science policy. Thus science activities in any 

country where natural resources are traded for developed wealth 

through the application of scientific research results must bow 

to the strength of international pressures involved in this 

production. Political control through formal legislation is 

only one element among many. This control is only the remains 

left over after science poli~ and activities have been buffeted 

by the storns of international hostilities, industrial conmetition 

for advanced engineering processes, and rivalry over the securing 

of markets. suffering through this harsh clima.te, any political 

control remzins stunted and weak. A strengthening of the political 

control over national science policy can onl~r come 2.bout by the 

recognition of and rem.tJval of these adverse forGes. This ~rou~d 

involve deflecting Canadian science policy from the soal to 

develop our natural resources for industrial production aimed 

tm'lards highly comoetitive international markets. Such a change 

would require a concerted effort by both the federal government 

and the people in Canada which would involve setting new 

nriorities favourable to the continuous but conservative use of 

natural resources instead of their extremely rapid and excessive 

exnloitation. The resulting emnhasis on appropriate technolo,~r 

for limited cor:sumption ,';Quld include a wi thdra.','.ral from the 



international arena. Admittedly, a reversal of science policy 

orientation of this ma.gnitude is not easily achieved. However, 
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if Canada ,~ould have political control of national science policy, 

nothing less is required. 
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